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The regional climat,e model HIRHAM4 lias beeil used for iiivestigating the Arctic 
land-surface processes aiid t,heir influences on the Arct,ic climat,e. The inodel sirnu- 
lated soil t,emperature is quit,e good during summer but. cluring winter it. lias large 
cold bias up t30 inaxiiiium 20 'C. However t,he iiiodel siniulat~ed 2111 air teiiiperature 
is very close t,o the ol~servat~ion, except in sonie selected regions. Due t.o the loxv 
inodel surface albedo in tlie cost,al region duriiig summer, tlie 2111 air temperature 
is warmer coiiiparecl t,o tlie observation. Lse of t,emperature clepenclent polyiiomial 
sclieme for surface albedo of bare ground, has reducecl tlie surfacc all~edo bias in t.he 
costal region and hence improved t,lie summer Zn1 air temperature siinulat~ion. 
Tlie ii~odel is able t,o capture meso-scale feat,ures of horizont,al siiow di~t~ributioii 
patt.erns and also t,he i~iaxiiiiui~i, miniinum snow fall regions, but it unclerestima~tes 
snow wat,er equivalent everywhere in tlie clomain. Tlie model does not take int,o 
account the soil i~ioist~ure freezing/t,hawing during t.he seasonal transitioii periods. 
Therefore, lake of snow coupled with the absence of soil iiioist,ure freezing/thawing 
scheine causing excessive cooling of soil. Several model sensitivities lias been per- 
formed but,, none of tliese sei~sitivit~y st.udies (p1anet)ary boundary layer ~t~ability 
funct,ioii, soil iliermal conduct,ivity, snow density) was able to remove model winter 
soil t,eniperat,ure bias completely. Therefore in t,he next step coupling bet,weon a 
complex land surface inodel (LSM) aiid HIR.HAM4 has been designed tjo irnprove 
the simulation of Arct,ic soil processes and to assess the influence of new land-surface 
sclieme 011 tlie fut.ure project,ioii of Arctic cliiiiate. 
The NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research) LSM has beeil used 
for tliis st.udy. The st8and alone version of LSM was driven by HTRHA314 output 
at each t,ime step. The stand alone LSM improved t31ie wint,er soil temperature 
everywhere in the doinain. During wint>er a t  10 cm dept.11 of soil. tlie LSM was 
warmer by a maximum of 5 'C compared t,o tlie HIRHAM4 and at 320 cm depth, 
tlie LSM soil was warmer by a maximuin of 10 'C,. Tl~ere was also an increase in s110x7 
water equivalent. Tlie LSM showed that,, tlie soil moist,ure content,, soil inoisture 
freezing/thawing process ancl the amount of siiow over ground are iii~port~ant for 
tlie winter soil teinpera.t.ure evolut,ion. Tnteractive couplii~g bet,ween HIRHAM4 and 
LSM was tlirough the exchange of variables in e3ch model time step. The HIRHAM4 
coupled LSM simulation was also able to recluce the winter cold soil temperat,ure 
biss. Tliere were large clianges in the HIRHAM4 coupled LSM simulated surface 
sensible, lat,ent and radiat.ive fluxes compared to the HIRHAM4. Tlie surface sensi- 
ble and latent licat flux changes were niainly due t,o the different spatial distribution 
of soll moisture content in HTRHAM4 and LSM. The surface radiat,ive fluxes were 
indirectly influenced by tlie changed surface sensible and latent lieat fluxes. 
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Meide1 soil and 2111 air temperat,ure in the permafrost regioiis were founcl scn- 
siti1:c to tlie LW of different land surfacc schemes cluring scenario simulations. W(, 
show tliat. the future projection of Arct.ic soil and near surface air temperature 
is uncertain 11y Â 2 'C purelv due LO t,l1e use of land-surface scheine and it,'s cou- 
pling with the atinospl~ere. Also there are diffcrences in t.he future projection of 
tow nioclcl's (HIRHAh14 asid HIRHAM4 couplecl LSM) summer pre~ipit~at~ion by 
k12 mm inonth-\. Fut,ure projection of mean sea level pressure was c1ifTered be- 
t ween tow moclels by a maximum of 4 11Pa over the ocean. It, is clearly secii tliat . 
the land-surface scheme not only has infl~icnce regionally but also in a reiiiot2c arca 
and t,lie future projection of large-scale circulat,ion pat.tern is also uncertain signifi- 
cant,ly due to the use of land-surface SC-heme. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Das regionale Kliinamodell HIRHAM wurde benutzt, um &rktische Landober 
flÃ¤echenprozess und ihren Einfluss auf Kliinasiinulat~ionen zu untersuchen. Die 
sin-~uliert~en Bodentemperaturen s t inx~~en  in1 Somnier gut mit Beobachtungen lieberein, 
waehrencl sie in1 Wint,er um bis zu 20 'C zu kalt sind. Die simulierte 2n1 Luft- 
temperatur ist in guter ~ebereinstirnmung mit Beobachtungen, ausser an einigen 
ausgewÃ¤ehlte R,egionen. In Kuestenregionen ist die simuliert,e Lufttemperatur 
im Sommer wÃ¤erme als Beobachtungen, und zwar aufgrund von einer kleineren 
simulierten Oberfliieclienalbedo. Die Einfuelirung einer Temperat,urabliaengigen 
Oberflaecl~enall~edopara~~~et,erisierung fuehrt zur Reduktion des Albedofehlers und 
o'lollell. daher zur Verbesserung der Temperatursimulation in den Kuest,enre,-' 
Das Modell simuliert, mesoskalige Muster der horizontalen Schneevert2eilung. sowie 
eine realistische Darstellung der Regionen mit maximalen/n~iniinalen Schneefall. Die 
Schneedicke (snow water equivalent) wird durch das Modell jedoch unt,erschÃ¤etzt 
Das Boderischenia beruecksichtigt nicht die Prozesse des Bodengefrierens und - 
auftauens. Diese fehlenden Prozesse, wie auch die unterscliÃ¤et,zt Schneedecke fuehren 
zum starken Abkuehlen des Bodens. Es wurden verschiedene Sensitivitaetsstudien 
durchgefuehrt, unter anderem die Sensitivitaet der Bodent,einperatur bzgl. der 
planetaren Grei~zscl~icl~t-StabilitÃ¤et der WÃ¤ermeleitfael~igkei des Bodens, und der 
Schneedichte. Keines dieser Prozesse konnte den winterlichen Fehler in der simuliert~en 
Boclent,ei~-~peratur komplett beseitigen. Daher wurde im nÃ¤echste Schrit,t, ein koni- 
plexes Lai~dol~erflÃ¤ecl~eni~iodel (LSM) an das HIRHAM interaktiv gekoppelt. 
Das NCAR (Na,t,ional Center for Atmospheric Resea.rch) LSM wurde benutzt,. 
Die stand-alone Version des LSM Modells wurde jeden Zeit,schritt mit dem HlRHAM 
Output Das stand-alone LSM verbesserte die siii~uliert~e winterliche 
Bodeiitemperat,ur. I111 Winter, in 10 cm (320 ein) Bodentiefe sind die simulierten 
Bodenteinperat,uren maxinial 5OC (lOÂ°C wÃ¤erme als die HIRHAM simulierten 
Wert,e. Die simulierte Schneedicke (snow water equivalent) wurde grÃ¶esser Die 
LSM Sin~ulationen zeigten, dass der Bodenwassergel~alt, die Bodengefrier- und auf- 
tauprozesse, und die Schneedecke fÃ¼e die winterliche Bodentempera~t~urentwicklung 
von Bedeutung sind. Die interaktive Kopplung zwischen LSM und HIRHAM wurde 
lieber den A~st~ausch von Va,riablen zu jedem Zeitschri~t realisiert. Das HIRHAM- 
LSM gek~ppelt~e Modell konnte den kalten winterlichen Bodentemperat,urfeliler re- 
duzieren. Die simulierten sensiblen, latenten und Stral~lungsfluesse Ã¤enderte sich 
gegenueber der IIIRHAM Simulation. Die Ã„enderunge der sensiblen und latenten 
WÃ¤ermefluess sind l~auptsaechlich durch die verschiedene rÃ¤eumlich Verteilung des 
Bodenwassergelialtes in den beiden Modellen. Die Strahlungsfluesse am Erdboden 
sind indirekt durch die genderten sensiblen und latenten WÃ¤ermefluess beeinflusst,. 
4 Zusammenfassung 
Die Boden- und 2111 Luft t,emperaturen Å¸ebe Peri~~airost~regionen sind in Szenarieii- 
Simulationen sensit,iv bzgl. des benutzt,en Landoberfl~ecl~enscl~emas. Die zukuenftige 
Projekt ion der Boden- und 2m Lufttemperaturen hat bzgl. des verwendeten Lan- 
doberfliiecl~enscl~ernas und seiner Kopplung mit der AtmospliÃ¤er eine Lngenauigkeit 
von 2 Â¡C Die Abschiietzungen der Ã„enderunge des z~kiienft~igen sommerlichen 
Niederschlages mit. beiden Modellen (HIRHAM und HIRHAM-LSM) unt~erscheiclen 
sich um 12 nun pro Monat. Auch die Abschiiet~zung der zukÅ¸enftige1 Bodenluft- 
druck&ei~lerung ist verschieden. mit maximal 4 hPa unt,erschied Å¸ehe dem Ozean. 
Die verschiedenen Lai~doberflaecl~ei~inodelle zeigen nicht nur regionale Aenderungen 
Lieber Land. sondern auch Aenderungen in den goss-skaligen Zirkulationsi~~ustern, 
sowie ~ c n d e m n g e n  Ãœebe dem Ozean. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
The land surface of tlie Earth represents a large source arid sink of lieat, moisture 
and greenhouse gases. There exist close interactions betmeen t.he at~~iospliere aiid 
the land surface. Therefore a change in at3mosplieric circulations influences t1he land 
surface and vice versa. Instrument,al records sliow an increase in tlie global averaged 
surface air teinperat,ure (the average of near surface air temperature over land aiid 
sea surface ten~perat,ure) in tlie 2oth century by about 0.6 Â¡C Tlie IPCC (Intergov- 
ernmental Panel 011 Cliniate Change) projects an ilicrease in global averaged surface 
teniperature in the 21st century bv 1.4 to 5.8OC. Tlie iiicrease in surface tempera- 
ture is larger in the Nort,liern Heniisphere and t,he land areas are project~ed t,o warm 
more rapidly than the global average. particularly duriiig tlie cold season (Cubasch 
et al., 2001). The Arctic is a host of a vast amount of permafrost and a largest 
waririiiig sigrial is projected liere. In t.he last few years ma.iiy studies have been 
made to understand t,lie climate processes of t,he Arctic and the possible regional 
clirnate changes as well as t,he feedbacks tjo the global climate (Dom. et al.! 2003; 
Kiilsholm et al., 2003). The future projected varming is vulnerable to t,he st2abilit,y 
of Arctic permafrost. Perniafrost is a product of severe climat,e conditions aiid is a 
very sensitive part of the Arct,ic cliinate. About one third of t,he land area of the 
Nort,liern Hemispliere contains permafrost a,nd the major park  of it are found in 
the circuiiipolar Arctic region. Nuinerous studies have shown timt bot11 large-scale 
pat,terns and regional details of the permafrost distribut,ion are verv sensitive t,o 
cliii~at~e cliaiige a t  different teniporal and spatial scales (Hinkel und Nelson, 2003; 
Pavlov and Moskalen,ko, 2002; An,isimov and Nelson, 1996). The active layer of 
perniafrost, is t,he upper layer that tliaws in every suinmer and refreezes in every 
winter. An increase in annual inean ttemperat,ure at  the base of the &ive layer 
froin 0 'C, increases the thaw depth in successive sunimers a,nd often these dept,hs 
become larger than tlie refreezing deptlis in the following winter. This is known as 
"permafrost degradation". There are evidentes that the permafrost. in some regions 
of the Arctic have st,arted to melt. The degradation of tlie permafrost or melting is 
a big threat to infrastructure, regional hydrology and ecosysteins. It may act a 
positive feedback to tlie global warniing through the release of greenhouse gases t.o 
the atmosphere. 
Interactions between the atmosphere arid the permafrost are very coniplex. Snow 
Cover, vegetation type, soil type, soil moisture cont,ent, phase changes of soil moisture 
and planetary boundary layer (PBL) structure above the surface are involved in the 
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int,eractioii betwecn t l ~  atinospliere aiid permafrost. Perimfrost and the act.ive layer 
influcnce the atmosphere by aft'ecting t,he surface heat fluxes. evaporat.ion. surface 
runoff and trace gas excliange. The atmosphere influences the active layer and 
permafrost tl~rough precipit.at8ion (snow and rain), PBL structure and clouds. Thc 
seasonal freezing and nielt.ing of active layer account for a large a,n~ount of latent, 
hcat. 'i'herefore, t.he t,l~ermal inertia of active layer becomes high and it does not  get. 
warmed up or cooled down rapidly during the phase transition of soil inoist.ure (i.e. 
around OÂ°C) Vegetat,ion cover and snow season also make t . 1 ~  clifference in active 
layer and pennafrost t,einperat.ure. 
'rho regional cliina,te model HIRHAM4 cloes not take account. of freezing ancl 
thawing of the active layer. Tlie moisture t,ransport between tZhe soil layers is also 
not, considered in the HIRHAM4. Tlierefore t,he true description of active layer 
ancl permafrost and hence t-.he true feedback proresses het3ween the at.mospIiere ancl 
tjhe pcrniafrost are missing in HIRHAM4. Representat,ions of seasonal soil moist,ure 
freezing, t,liawing and soil moisture at  each layer in the HIRHAM4 will improve 
t11e descript,ion of feedback processes between the at,lnosphere and the land surface 
in a more realislic way. Also the future changes in the permafrost and the  roje 
of permafrost in climate cliange over the circuinpolar Arct,ic can be addressed in a 
bet,t~er way. 
Tlie Arctic is a dat,a-poor region and many variables, particularly tShe soil teni- 
peratures are measured a t  few stations only. There are a,lso difficulties in snow fall 
measurement.s. In the inoimta~ii regions, observations may underestimatze the win- 
ter precipitat,ion by as inuc1-1 as 40% (Legates and Wzlhott ,  1990). Therefore, it 
is difficult t,o assess the performance of a climate model in this region. Neverthe- 
less only iiumerical climate models can cleliver import,ant. clzmate inforniat,ion in tolle 
Arctic. The newly cleveloped acti-ve layer and perinafrost. schen~es can be studied 
using complex nunierical cliniate models. 
1.2 Objectives of this work 
The regional cliinate model HIRHAM4 has been a,pplied to  the circuinpolar Arctic 
by Dethloff et al. (1996) aiid also been used to  under~ t~and  several aspect.~ of the 
Arctic climate (Rin,ke et al., 1999; Dorn et al., 2000; Dethloff et al., 2001). So far 
the soil processes in tlie HIRHAM4 did not get niucl~ attention. Tlle HIRHAM4 
has been validated for a sniall region in the East European Arctic and the indiees 
of soil freezing and t,hawing were found quite good (Chrisiensen an.d Ku,h,~y, 2000). 
But lit,tle is known. about permafrost, a,ctive layer and it,'s interactions with t,he at- 
mosphere. The inain objectives of tliis work are therefore t,he following: 
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e to assess the HTRHAM4 soil siniulations, particularly the seasondl evolution 
of soil temperature and the interaction of soil processes with the atmosphere 
to identify the key processes responsible for the active laycr and perniafrost 
tcmpcraturcs 
to iinprove the descriptions of soil processes in HIRHAM4 by using a new 
complex land-surface scheine (NCAR Land Surface Model) 
t,o apply t,he I-IIRHAM4 with a new soil scheine for IPCC scenario simulation 
and t.o assess t-he possible changes in permafrost temperatures dne to the 
improved soi 1 scheme. 
It has beeil clocuniented t,l~at he absence of seasonal soil moisture freezing ancl 
thawing can add biases t,o tlie soil and near surface air teniperature ( VÅ¸erb et al., 
1999). The t,iming of snow fall, snow season and snow ainount 011 tlie ground surface 
largely det,ermine thc soil teinperature (Lw und Zhang, 2003). Tlie HIRHAM4 
wint,er Arctic surface air temperature depends very strongly on the choice of the 
planetary boundary layer scheine (Dethloff et al., 2001). A positive feedback in 
t.he land surface boundary-layer coupling during winter may further st,ratify the 
planet,ary boundary layer arid t,his can introduce a cold bias to t,he surface and soil 
temperature ( Viterbo ei al., 1999). 
For an Alaskan region a more advanced land surface niodel (NCAR LSM version 
1.0) has been applied to assess the inodel soil processes and int,eractions with the 
atmosphere. Beringer et al. (2001) applied the LSM to t,he Alaskan Arctic and 
found that the mosses are iinporta,nt for t,he Arctic soil. The LSM ]las been coupled 
with CCM2 global inodel (T42 resolution) by Bonmn (1998) and it was showii timt, 
it iinproved the precipitat,ion, soil water, part,icularly during transition periods. The 
surface albedo depends on the spectral band of incident solar radia,tion. The use of 
spect,ral surface albedo in climate inodel was recominended by Roesch et al. (2002) 
for ininimizing the uncertainty in surface albedo c a l ~ u l ~ t i o n .  The LSM uses tjhe 
spectxal apporach for ca1culat.ing surface albedo, whereas the HIRHAM4 uses tlie 
total surface albedo approacli. 
Here we have used t,he LSM for the entire Arctic with a high horizont~al resolution 
(0.5 Ox 0.5 O). The LSM sinlulat,ion have been perfornied in a stand alone mode and 
in a coupled way with the model HIR.HAM4. The influences of new land-surface 
scheme and its coupling with the atmosphere on t.he future permafrost temperature 
liave been invest,igated. The st,udy is organized as follows: 
The second chapt,er provides a general introduct.ion to regional c1iinat.e modeling, 
a brief description of the HIRHAM4 goveriiing equations and a delailed de~cript~ion 
of soil processes involved in the inodel. 
I11 t,he third chapter, the I-iIRHAM4 simulated mean sea level pressure, 2 m  air 
temperature, precipitat.ion, snow water equivalent and soil tcmpcraturc arc com- 
pared with the available observations. 
Sensitivit,y studies with cha,nged HIR.HAM4 soil t,hernial c~iiduct~ivity, snow den- 
sity, new Snow albedo scheine for bare land and revisecl stabilit,y function in tlie PBL 
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arc discussecl in tlie fourtli chapt,er. 
A bricf descript.ion of NCAR land surface model is given in chapt-er five. Here 
tlie results from thc stand alone version of LSM; driven by tlie I-IIR.HAM4 output 
are analyzcd and valida,ted against tlie ~ b s e r v ~ t i o n s .  
I'lie HlRHAM4, coupled with the NCAR. Land Surface Model (LSM version 1.0) 
is dcscribecl in chapter six. Tlie current coupling between HTR.HAM4 and LSM 
and tlie possible future coupling procedure are described. The results from t,he new 
coupled model are compared with t.he HIRHAM4 results and wiih the observatioiis. 
I11 t . 1 ~  seventh chapt,er, IPCC (Intergovernment~al Panel on Climat,e Cliaiige) 
B2 emission scenario simulations for the two negative NA0 'nd one posit,ive NA0 
pliases have becn simulat.ed using t,he HIRHAM4 and the coupled moclel (NCAR 
land surface moclel coupled witli tlie HIRHAM4). Tlie possible chaiiges in t,he soil 
and surfacc air t.emperat.ure. prccipitation and mean sea level pressure arc investi- 
gatcd. T11e eiglitli diapter describes t . 1 ~  suininary and conclusions of this work. 
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2 H IRHAM4 Model Description & 
Soil Processes 
2.1 Introduction 
The global circulation models (GCMs) are wiclely used for climate simulations and 
also for t,he future climate scenarios. The scatter between these model is large 
and offen they contain large biases particularly in the meso-scale cliinate features. 
The physical processes in the Earth clin~ate Systems a,re very complex in nature! 
t,hey range from the inolecular scale (e.g. n~icro-physical cloud formation) t,o the 
planetary scale (e.g. cyclones) and tliere exist close interactions bet>ween the large- 
scale and the small-scale processes. The common practice of describing the physical 
processes on scales beyond the models resolution is parainetrizatzon. There are large 
model to model variations in tlie parametrizat,ion schen~es and also in the numerical 
techniques. Therefore, the performance of each n~odel differs from tlie ot,hers. Since 
the spatial anCl temporal resolut.ions of the GCMs are coarse, t,liey need less computer 
power but they do contain also less regional inforniation. So tjo include meso-scale 
features into the numerical climate inodel, one needs a high resolution cliinat,e model, 
which will be able to take into account the small scale orography. ~eget~ation, soil 
n~oisture, soil type, snow distributions etc. Current GCM's c8n reach a. horizont,al 
resolution of 1 degree, but this resolution is not enough for mount,ain regions to 
capture steep orography, snow and veget,at,ion distributions. There are also some 
unique regional clin~at,e features, which are not given enough importance or which 
are not parameterized in the GCMs. For example perniafrost and seasonally frozen 
and melted act,ive soil layer are unique features of the Arct,ic clima,te and an Arct-ic 
model needs to take care of that processes in a realistic way. 
One of t-he several down-scaling techniques is dyna,mic down-scaling by regional 
climate inodeling, which embles to resolve cliniat,e proc,esses with very high reso- 
lution for smaller (limited) area with affordable computer resources. With this 
t,echnique, a. climate model with hydrostatic approximation can reach about 10 km 
horizontal resolution. A regional climate model with the Same physics a,nd dynamics 
as in the GCM can be applied for a smaller domain with high temporal and spatial 
resolution. The high resolution inodel ca,n l ~ e  inbedded either in a GCM or ini- 
tial conditions and lateral boundary forcing can be provided from observed analysis 
data. The high resolution model is forced by the large scale signal a t  its boundary, 
which will carry the large scale information into the Integration domain and the 
local processes inside the inodel don~ain will evolve according to its dynamics and 
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param~terizat~ions of pliysical processes. t.he HIRHAM4 is sucli a regional cli1nat.e 
model (RCM) and used here for tlie present studv. 
The clioice of the RCM int,egration area is critical and depends very much 011 t,he 
cbosen loration ( c J o n ~  ei  al., 1995).  A larger domain may not be able to carry thc 
lai-ge-scale information from t2he lat,eral forcing field a t  the boundary tm the int,erior 
of tlic clomain. A small domain will not be suitable for developing sn~al l  scale 
processes but it will be influenced largely by the lateral forcing fields. The RCM 
sokit,ion also clepeiids 011 t,he resolut,ion of the driving b o u i ~ d ~ r y  fields. The mismatch 
bctwecn t,he driving coarse-re~olut~ion model and t>he high-resolution RCM does not, 
causc fundamental problems if proper boundary condit,ion procedure is applierl, as 
demonst,rated by Llenis et al. (2002) .  The n~axiniuin acceptable spat,ial resolution 
jump betwren t he rlriving and the nested models is six t.o tmelve fold, i.e. T60 to 
T30 resolut ion of the coarse driving model for a 45 km resolution RCM (Denzs  et  al., 
2003) .  For clioosing t . 1 ~  I-IIRI-IAM4 cloinaiii and the resolution of lateral forcing data, 
the above limit~a~ions are fulfilled. 
2.2 Model description 
The regional climat,e niodel I-IIRI-IAM4 was developed by Ch,ristensen a n d  van Mez- 
jgaard ( 1992) and improved by Chris tensen et  al. (1996) .  The adiabatic formulation 
is based 011 the high resolut,ion limit.cd area model HIRLAM (Muchen,hauer  et, al., 
1998; Gustaf fson, ,  1993) and the physica.1 parameterizations a,re taken from the gen- 
eral circulat,ion model ECIIAM (Roeckner  et al., 1992, 1996).  The IIIRIIAM4 has 
beeil applied for t,he circumpolar Arctic regiori by DethloLff e t  al. (1996) ,  which cov- 
ers all areas North of about, -65 O N .  The ~ t~andard  model version has a horizontal 
grid resolution of 0.5 degree in rotated latitude and longitude. In t,he vertical, a. 
hybrid sigma coorc1inat.e wit.11 19 or 25 levels is used. Top of the model level is at, 
about 10 hPa. The HIRFIAM4 is a standard primitive equat.ion Eulerian staggered 
grid point model. Tlie physical paramet,erizat.ions are t,aken from ECIIAM4 and 
include radiation, cui~~ulus  convection, land surface processes, planetary boundary 
layer turbulente, gravity wave drag and condensation. 
2.2.1 Governing equations 
The dynamical part of HIRHAM4 is based on the prognostic mon~entuin, tl~iermo- 
dynamic arid moist~ure equations. It is a l~ydrostat~ic n~odel. Two met,ric coefficients 
( h y ,  hy)  liave beeil used in the niodel equations for any orthogonal coordi11at.e system 
or map projection with axis (X, y). On the Eartli surface, a dist,ance 6 X .  5Y can be 
w~-itt,en as: 
SX=a.h,&x and 6 Y = a h y 6 y .  (2 .1 )  
In tlie case of a rotated spherical coordinate on the Eart,h surface ( A .  (j)), the above 
metric coefficients can be written as: 
SX=aco.sAc@ and 6YÂ¥-=a .6 \  (2.2.) 
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where a is tlie radius, (D the longitude and A the latitude of the Earth. In the cartesiaii 
coordinate the iiiodel horizontal niomentun? and tliermodynamic equations are: 
where 
wliere U,. v are tlie zonal and meridional velocities, T the air temperature, Rd t,he dry 
air gas constant,, f the Coriolis force, $ the geopotential lieiglit,, K, tlie von Khrnihn's 
c~oiistaiit, Tu the virtual air te~nperat~ure, PHu,  PHW I3HT are the tendencies from 
pliysical parainetrization, Ku, Kv, I<> a,re the tendencies froni horizontal diffusion. 
The water vapor and cloud water equations are: 
where qv is the water vapor mixing ratio. qw = qi + qt is tlie cloud water nixing ratio 
includiiig tlie liquid q; and the solid fraction qt. The hydrostatic equation is 
and t,he continuity equation is 
where G, is the horizontal wind vector and the defiiiition of divergente operator is 
By int,egrating tlie continuity equation, using the boundary conditions 6 = 0 at 
77 = 0 and 77 = 1, we obtain the equation for the surface pressure tendency 
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The pressure coordinatc vcrtical velocity is 
a11d the equation for i j  is 
A detailed dcscript,ion of model goveming eq~at~ions can be found in Mach,en- 
hauer (1988) ancl in Dorn (2002). 
2.2.2 Surface radiation and atrnospheric heating 
The principal quant,it,y detcrminecl in the radiatzion calculation is t,he t,cmperaiure 
tendency, i.c. t,hc atmospl~cric heat,ing or cooling rate. It is relatecl t,o tlie flux 
divergente accorcling to 
where F is the tot,al racliative flux (sllort wave and long wave). g and C, are t . 1 ~  
const,ant of gravity and t.he specific heat. of air respectively. The model radiative 
transfer equations are not calculated in each t8ime step but only in every 2 hours. 
To t2al<e ii1t.o account, the change in temperature and solar zenith angle between the 
time when t,he f11ll radiation is calculated, effect,ive t,ransnÅ¸ssivit T~ and eniissivity 
ee are defined at eacli model level such t.hat, 
where & ancl Fs are the net thermal (long wave) and solar (short wave) fluxes 
respectively. (T is t,he Stefan-Bo1t;zmaim constant and So is t2he solar fiux at  the top 
of atmospliere. Tlie values ee and 7-e are kept constant between the full radiation time 
steps and tlie net fluxes are recomputed at. every time st,ep using equations (2.18) 
ancl (2.19) wit,ll t , l ~  correct temperat.ure and solar zenith angle. Further descript,ions 
of HIRHAM4 radiative transfer equat,ions can be found in Fortman, (2004). 
2.2.3 Boundary relaxation 
The lat,eral 11ounda.ry forcing in t,he niodel is according to Davies (1976). Surface 
pressure, wind, specific humidity and air ten~perat~ure are relaxed in a 10 grid points 
wide boundary Zone and the formulation for a field f .  at each time s1.e.p and at kth 
grid point is 
The coefficient cu. is the relaxat,ion weiglit,, wliich joins t-he bounclary forcing dat.a 
with the model data linearly within the relaxation Zone. Fields fk witl~ superscript 
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Figure 2.1: The HIRHAM4 integration area and orography (in m) in 50 X oOkm 
model horizontal resolution. 
HIRHAA44 arid ERA15 are representing the model values and lateral forcing values 
respectively. ak depends on the grid point distance from the bounda,ry and is given 
by 
where a is a constant and depends on the number of relaxation points. Moisture 
and cloud water are relaxed according t.o so called inflow/outflow scheme, where 
only values 011 the edge of the domain are modified. If the flow is towards out 
of the integration area, a value extxapolated from the four nearest points located 
upstream and inside t,he model domain is applied at  the model levels ~t~herwise the 
boundary field value is assigned to this outer point,. The model lower boundary was 
forced by daily ERA-15 sea surface t~emperature and sea ice fraction. Except IPCC 
B2 scenario run, the model initial condition arid lateral forcing were from ECMWF 
re-analysis ERA-15 (Gzbson et al., 1999)) with spectral T106 resolution; 31 vert,ical 
hybrid levels and 6 hourly data. 
2.2.4 Numerical schemes 
The HIRHAM4 is a rotated grid coordinate model, pole has been brought to the 
equator (0 ON, 0 OE) and then horizontally it is discretized into a 0.5 O by 0.5 O grid. 
The model integration area and the topography are shown in Figure 2.1. The model 
horizontal formulations are in Arakawa C-grid. 
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Vertical discretization 
Tlie model's vertical coordinat.e is a hybrid signia coordinate q(P, PS); wliich follows 
t l x  sigma coordinate near the surface and pressure coordinate at the upper layers. 
This is a monot,onic function of pressure P and also depends on surface pressure PS 
wl~ere: 
If t . 1 ~  atmosphere is dividecl int,o NLEV layers (for HIRHAM4 it is 19 or 25), t,hen 
t.liese are clefined by tlie pressures of t.he int.erface between "half levels"' and t,lie "half 
level" prcssures are given by 
for k = 0 , l ,  2 ..... 1VLEV. r!?l~e Ak+i/2 and Bk+i/2 are constants (t,lie values are 
given in tshe Table 2.1 ). Tlie moclel follows the pressure coordinate when = 0 
( i.e. level 1,2 ),, sigma coordinat,e when A&1,2 = 0 ( level 17, 18, .... 25 ) and hybrid 
sigma coordinate for the rest ( 1evel 3, 4, .... 16 ) .  Tlie values of constant A's and 
B's are det,ermined using a refcrence sea-level pressure PS = 1015 hPa. T'he model 
prognostic variables are describecl in "full level" pressure Pk and tliough tShe values 
for Pi, are not. required explicitly in tlie vertical finite difference sclieme, they are 
used for interpolat,ing data to t,he pressure levels. A simple form of "full level" 
pressure is adopted by using 
Horizontal discretization 
Tlie cenlered difference schen~e is used here for t,lle horizontal di~cret iz~t ion f model 
eq~at~ions.  In cartesian coordi~~ate if ili is tlie variable and Ax is tlie horizont,al 
dista.nce between t,wo grid point,s in t . 1 ~  .X-mis, then the first-order derivat,ive of ip 
wit,l~ respect t-o x and with truncat,ion error 6x2 is represent,ed by 
9-4 $(X --I- Ax) - $(X - Ax) 
- W  
9re - 2Ax 
and tlie &econd-order derivative of il) with truncation error 6x2 is represented by 
a2$ $(x + Are) - 2il)(x) + $(X - Ax) 
- W  (2.26) 
9x2 - (Ax)= 
In the Arakawa C staggered grid T, qv. qw and p are calculated at  the grid point 
(X, y), zi and U are calculated a t  the grid point (x+Ax, y) and (x, y-I Ay) respectively. 
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Table 2.1: Height, standard pressure and the corresponding coordinate parameters 
of vertical levels in HIRHAM4. The 19-level and 25-level version of HIRHAM4 are 




In HIRHAM4 the semi-implicit ('Leap-Frog" scheine is used for solving the prognos- 
tic equations. An equation of the form, similar to equat,ion (2.17) with a prognostic 
variable ib can be written as 
t k & + 1 / 2  
Using the semi-implicit scheme, 4 a t  the  future time step n + 1 can be written as 
Lev. Height 
(m) 
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where F" represents the local t,en~poral clerivat,ive of il). Sd is the semi-iinplicit, cor- 
rect,ion t.erm and formulation of this cluaiitity varies from one equation t.o the other. 
The explicit formulat,ion of time clerivat,ive of $ is used as a first a,pproxima.tio and 
subscript 'e' is denot.ing the explicit terin. Therefore from ecluat,ion 2.27 we get t,he 
followi ng 
Now usiiig equations (2.28) and (2.29). we have the complete solution for $J at, t,he 
f'uture t>imc step n + 1 
p+1 - $,"I 2Ai Se. (2.30) 
Finally, a t,ime filter is for the values "i,b at the n t,iine step (this value in tlie next, 
time step will be treat,ed as ( n  - time step value) is 
where subscript f represents the time filtered value and ec = 0.05. 
2.3 Land surface processes 
The land surface parametrization scheme comprises t,he evolution of soil temperature 
profile, soil moisture, surface wat,er vapor flux, planetary bounda,ry layer moi~ient~um 
and heat transfer and snow pack over land. If t,here is snow on t,he ground surface, 
then the snow surface ten~perat~ure, otherwise ground surface t2emperature act,s as 
an interface between atmosphere and soil. 
2.3.1 Soil temperature 
The model soil column of total depth 9.834 m is divided into 5 layers. The t,l~ickness 
of t.he individual soil layer increases with depth as shown in Figure 2.2. Thermal 
heat conduction is the main process for heat transfer into t l ~ e  soil and t,he equation 
for the soil layers follows the form 
(For layer 1) 
9T, - 
- 
24Ti  - Ti-1) 2&(Ti+1- TA 
- (For layers 2 to 5) (2.32) 







Pa ' CY 
heat diffusivity in t.he soil, 
temperature for soil layer 1, 
temperatxre for soil layer 2, 
t,en~perature for soil layer ,L, 
sum of radiative and turbulent fluxes a.t t,he surface and 
heat capacity of soil per unit volume. 
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Surface temperature Tg 
i 
Net heat flux 
a t  the  surface 
temperature T s ~  T 
A z i  = 0.065 7n Tl 
A k  = 0.254m T2 
AG - 5.700 7n, T5 
Zero net heat flux a t  the  bottom 
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of HIRHAM4 soil layers. 
The top boundary condition is determined by the net fluxes of latent heat, sen- 
sible heat. and radiation at t,he ground surface. The bottom boundary condition 
is prescribed by int~roducing Zero net heat, flux a.t tlie bot t~on~ in order to close the 
energy budget of the Eartli-atmospl~ere system. Thermal properties of the soil i.e. 
ten~perat~ure, thermal conductivity (= A), volumet,ric heat capacity are defined 
at the center of each soil layer. Thermal concluctivit,y and volumetric heat capacity 
vary horizontally according to the soil type, which is a field generated by FA0 (the 
United Nat,ions Organization for Food And Agriculture ) soil type distribution ( Wil- 
son and  Henderson-Sellers, 1985). The horizontal distributions of the soil thermal 
characteristics (thermal conductivity, volumetric heat capacity) are assunied to be 
the same for all layers. 
2.3.2 Snow pack temperature 
In the presence of snow pack over land with a depth exceeding 9 m water equivalent,, 
the surface is considcrcd t,o be covered with ice and soil tcmperature equations are 
solved with the characteristic of ice. These areas are prescribed in the model and 
identified as glaciers. For snow depth deeper than 0.025 m ,  an extra heat conduction 
equation evolves according to 
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Tgn Temperature in tlie middle of snow pack. 
Fc- sum of racliat,ive and turbulent fluxes at tlie surface. 
psn& heat capacity of snow per unit voluine 0.6345 X 10' J 1 1 i 3  K-' 
computed using snow density psn of 300 kg m aiid 
Sn dept.11 of tlie snow pack. 
The skin temperature of the snow. wliich serves as an int,erface to the atmospl~ere~ is 
obtained through a linear extrapola.tion froin l,he snow layer ancl tlie upper soil layer. 
This t.cmperature may not excced thc Snow melt temperature. If Tsn > 273.16 K,  
tlie energy is first. used to wann the soil underiieatli and only if bottl1 the snow t,ein- 
perature and the upper soil temperature reacli thc melt,ing poiiit, furt,her energy will 
be usecl t,o melt t,lie snow. 
2.3.3 Surface moisture flux 
Evaporation from the snow surface, bare soil, veget,at,ed surface or skin reservoir is 
generally para,ineterized at, potential rate as: 
wllerc C& is the lieat tfransfer coefficieiit. 1 uh. 1 the magnitude of the horizontal 
wind vector at t,lie lowest morlel level, G t,he surface temperat,ure. PS the surface 
pressure. q,, the water mixing rat.io and q,, the saturation water mixing rat,io a,t the 
surface. Over land, eacli grid Square is divided into 4 fract,ions: 
1. fraction Csn coverecl witli siiow, 
2. fraction (1 - Csn) . Ci covered witli water in skin reservoir. 
3. fraction (1 - Cs?=) (1 - Q) . (1 - C,,) covered with bare soil. 
4. fractioii (1 - Csn) . (1 - C,) . Cv covered witli vegetation. 
Wliere C&, t'lie snow cover fraction. depends 011 snow deptli Sn, 
Sizc_ is the critical snow depth (0.015 in equivalent. water deptli). The wet ski~i 
fract,ioii Ci is derived from tlie skin reservoir wat,er content: 
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Where Wi is t,he skin reservoir content and Wim is tlie maximuni skin reservoir 
content,. The vegetation fraction Cu is equal to the climatological field Cvd except, 
in dry conditions when vegetatioli is reduced according to tlie following enipirical 
expression: 
Ws represent t,he tot,al amount of water available in the root Zone a,nd Wsmx is 
the tot,al water liolding capacity. Therefore evaporat,ion from the snow 'nd skin 
reservoir is a t  the p~t~ent ia l  rate: 
For t,he evaporation from bare soll ( no water in skin reservoir ) it is assumed that, 
tlie relative liumidity h at  the surface is related t,o tlie water content Ws of t lx soil: 
where 
To avoid evapora,t,ion froni a deep layer, the total reservoir Wsmav is split int,o two 
parts: an upper layer Wstop and a lower one {Ws-.? - Wstop). Tlie evaporation 
from dry ( 110 water in skin reservoir) veget,ated area is proportional to evaporation 
efficiency E. based 011 Seilers et al. (1986): 
The total evaporation in a grid Square (equations 2.38. 2.39, 2.40, 2.41) is given by 
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2.3.4 Soi! hydrology 
The paramet.erizations OS soil liydrology comprise t h e e  budget equat'ions h r  i)  snow 
dept,li ,Sn (snow water equivalent in meter) accuiiiulat~ed at t.he surface, ii) water 
amount Wi int3ercepted by the vegetat,ion during rain or snow melt episodes ( the so 
called skin reservoir), iii) soil water amount Ws. Tlie water equivalent of t,lie snow 
layer is coinputed over land ancl glacier areas from 
JÃ£,q, evapora,tioii rate per unit area over the snow pack, 
PS,& snow fall rate per uiiit area, 
lIJsn snow nielt rate per unit area and 
pÃ£ density of water. 
Rain water and inelt,ing snow on t.lie leaves are intercept,ed by the vegetation unt,il 
ii s wat,er holding ca11acit.y wmx is exceedecl. Tlie corresponding budget equation is 
given 11y 
Jn evaporat.ion rate from t,he skin reservoir (eqn. 2.38). 
PR rainfall rate per unit area, 
C,, fract.ion of the grid box covered by ~eget~ation, 
G& coefficient of efficieiicy of rain and siiow melt interception, 
Ca fractional area wetted by rain during a time st,ep (100 % 
for large scale ra.in and 50 % for convective rain ) .  
where LAI  is tho leaf area index and W J ~ ~ ~  is tlie maxiinum ainount of water that 
can bc lield 011 one laver of leaf or bare ground (2.0 X 1 0 4  m}. 
Tlie amount of rain and snow melt whicli does not enter the skin reservoir is 
used to calculate tlie ainount of soil infiltration and surface runoff. The soil water 
reservoir evolves accordiiig t,o 
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Ja. grid mean e~aporat~ion rate per unit %rea, 
Pn rainfall rate per nnit area intercepted by the skin reservoir, 
Msni snow melt, rate per unit area intercepted by the skin reservoir, 
RR surface runoff rate per unit area from pre~ip i t~ t ion  event,s and snow melt,, 
Rn runoff rate per unit area from drainage processes. 
The surface runoff is calculated following the scheine by DÃ¼~nenz und Todznz 
(1992). The scheine takes into account the sub-grid scale heterogeneity of a grid 
area by int,roducirig a t,errain steepness dependent structure parameter b. Using the 
total water holding capacity the fract,ional saturated a,rea 5 in a grid box is 
defined as 
Runoff due t,o rainfall or snow melt will occur in the fractional saturated area 5 
of a. grid box, while in the (1 - A) fractional grid box a rm rain or snow melt will 
infiltrat,e. The amount of surface runoff in the saturated part of the grid area during 
a time step At is computed from 
/&dt  = Q - (WS-, - Ws), if  [...I S 0 and Q + Ws > W ~ S ~ , ~ . ~  (2.49) 
t 
where Q is the tot,al water available for infiltra,tion arid runoff after skin reservoir 
interception and represented as 
Runoff due to draina,ge processes occurs independently of t,he water input Q if the 
soil wet,ness is between 5% and 90% of the field capacity (slow drainage) or larger 
than 90% (fast clrainage) 
where 
dmin = 2.8 - 10-I' TOS- I  and dmz = 2.8 10-8 T O S - ' .  
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2.3.5 Land surface albedo 
Ovcr snow free land areas, specified seasonal means of background albeclo are usecl 
(Ct;,rzs/,ensen ei al., 2001). A 1 km global data sei. of major ecosystein Lypes accord- 
ine, t.o Olson (l994a) and Olson (199411) has been made available by U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS,1997). It has beeil derived from tlie Inteernat,ional Geospherc Bio- 
spliere programme (IGBP) 1 km AVHRR data set and the background albedo is 
from tllesc data sets. which is used in HIRHAM4. 
In t,he snow covered areas, t,he surface albedo is modified according to 
wl1el.e 
as snow albedo. 
QSI, l~ackground albedo, 
Sn simulated snow depth (in wa.i.er equivalent), 
5'; critical snow depth (= 0.01 m). 
For Sn S> 5'; the surface albedo approaches t,he albedo of snow. The albedo of 
snow (as )  is a function of surface type ( t3) ,  surface temperature (Ts) and fractional 
forest area (0.f). For Ts > Tm = 273.15K ( i.e., for melt,ing of snow or ice), ccs is fixed 
at a rela,tively small value, as = asmin(ts, uf):  where CIS is larger; QS = o.smax(ts: a.,c). 
for cold surface (Ts < T. = 263.1%) according to Robock (1980). Over land 
the re~pect~ive snow albedo are assun~ed to depend on the fractional forest. area 
(0 5 a.f 5 1) accordiug t.o 
In the t,einperat,ure range 'To < Ts < Tm; 
QS = ~ : s ( T s ,  ts; u . ~ )  is obt-ained by linear int,erpolat,ion 
For glacier (U,,^ = 0.0); amZ = 0.8 and annn = 0.6 , Tl~erefore for glacier, 
equat,ion 2.54 is given by 
2.3.6 Boundary layer transport 
The planetary bounda,ry layer txansports in the surface layers are pa,ra,meterized by 
the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory as described by Abegg (1999). Paraineteriza- 
tions of boundary layer fluxes of inomentuin, heat arid humidity above the surface 
layer are based 011 Louis (1979) and updated by Louis et al. (1982). The transfer 
coefficient,~ of heat, moist.ure and moinentum depencl on the roughness length z0, 
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the von Kbrindn's constant K, and an empirical stability funct-ion f .  The transfer 
coefficients of hcat C,, and moinentuin are given by 
K, 2 
Cm = (P) . /m(â‚ 2/20) * l11(2/zo) (2.56) 
K, 2 a = (-) . fh(flÃ 212.). (2.57) 111(2/20) 
Richardson number 
Figure 2.3: Stability functions for momentum fm and heat fh ,  for positive and 
negative Richardson numbers. 
For stable conditions, when Richardson number R, > 0, the stability functions 
are parameterized as follows 
with b = 5 >  d = 5. 
For the near neutrality conditions (i.e. when Ri + O ) ,  the stability functions are 
with b =  5. 
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In t , l x  liighly unst,a,ble cases (Ri < 0). i.e. for the free convection case, tolle 
st,ability functions are: 
where K is the von Karman's constant and b = C = 5. Figure 2.3 shows the st,a- 
bilit,y functions for moment,un~ and heat for 110th positive arid negative Ricl~ardson 
numbcrs. Here for si111plicit.y z = ZQ is used. 
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3 Validation of HIRHAM4 
3.1 Introduction 
Ofteii the nuinerical model simulated clin~at,e do contaiii biases compared to  the  
observations. Tlie performance of one model differs froni tlie otrher in space ancl time. 
Tlie discrepancy may conie from different paraineterizations of physical processes, 
different, initial and boundary conditions and different iiuiiierical scheines. The main 
objective of t.his cliapter is to analyze ancl detect the errors in the model's surface 
and soil variables agaiiist available observations. The Arctic is a data-poor region 
with many unique climate features. In such a. region niodel inter-comparison may 
iinprove tlie ui~derst~aiiding of pliysical processes along with observations (Rinke 
et al., 2000). Due to tlie sparse observational network in the Arctic, tlie spatial 
interpolatioii of the observed data inay contaiii biases or smootli out tlie very local 
profiles. Also tliere are limited nuniber of directly ineasured clirnate variables. Wliile 
comparing a model simulation with station measurenients, station da,t,a inay not be 
representative of tliat area. wliich is resolved in the model by 50 X 50 km grid box. 
A 15 year (1979-1993) HIRHAM4 simulation with ERA-15 (1979-1993) lateral 
aiid lower boundary coiiditions lias been performed. Tlie st,andard HIRHAM4 ver- 
sion of horizont,al resolution 0.5 by 0.5 degree and vertical 19 atinosplieric levels is 
used for tliis simulation. Here, mainly nionthly inean soil and surface variables are 
analyzed and coinpared witli tlie observations. The variables conipared are mean sea 
level pressure, precipitation, 850 hPa. and 27n. air temperatures, soil temperature, 
snow water equivalent (SWE) and surface albedo. For tlie coinparison of recent, 
periods (1999-2002) soil and air teinperatures at Lena. Delta station, operational 
ECMWF analysis data driven HIRHAM4 simulations have been used. 
3.2 Observational data 
The inodel validation has been carried out by using 130th the gridded and station 
data froni different sources. For tlie soil temperature validation, only few station 
nieasurements were available. 
3.2.1 Station data 
The station nieasurements of 2 m  air & soil teinperatures, precipitat,ion a,nd SWE 
froni several stations situated a t  Western Russia (WR, WRII), Eastern Siberia (ES), 
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Lena Delt,a (LD) and Nort.11 Canada (KC) are used here. Tlie locat,ions of all sta- 
t.ions are sliowii in Figure 3.1. Tlie available station data are diviclcd into tot,al 5 
sets of data. Tlie det!aiIed descript,ion of ea.cli dat,a set is shown in Table 3.1 ancl tlie 
individual stat,ion's clescript~ion is given in Appendix A. The soil tcmperature dat2a 
of 5 different, depths (20, 40 ,80, 160, 320 ein) are used. Except for the Lena Delta 
station aiid West Russian (WR.) stations, inonthly mean clat,a (variables are  men- 
tioned in the Table 3.1) frorn all otlier 3 locat,ions are used for 15 years (1979-1993). 
Tlic Lena Delta monthly niean soil and 2m, air temperatures are available from 
August. 1998 to August, 2002. Tlie West Russiaii (WR) st,ations soil tmnperatures 
of 12 years (1979-1990) arc used. 
Figure 3.1: The locations of all stations in the HIRHAM4 Integration aiea. The 
dctails of cach data set are given in the Table 3.1. 
3.2.2 Gridded data 
Near surface and 850 hPa air temperature 
Near surface gridded monthly climatology mean air teinperature for the wliole Arctic 
domain was available from Wzllmott and  R a w l i n s  (1999) (http://climate.geog.udel. edu 
wlim,ate/h,trnl-pages/download.h,trnl). A tot,al of 451.7 land-surface weatlier st,a- 
tions locat,ed nort~h of 43 ON were int,erpolated with the Wzllmott u.n,d Matsuura, 
(1995) DEM-assisted algorithm to a 0.5 by 0.5 degree grid resolution. The 850 
hPa iiionthly mean air temperature was from ECMWF re-analysis ERA-15 (Gzbson, 
et a.l., 1999), with spectral T106 resolution and 31 vertical hybrid levels. 
Precipitation 
Two sets of gridded land surface monthly ~ r e c i p i t ~ t i o n  data, interpolated from obser- 
vations are used here. Matsuum a n d  Wzllmott (2004) (http://climate.geog.udel. eh/^- 
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Lena Delt,a 
Table 3.1: The different sources of stat,ion dat.a sets, their locat,ions. symbols in t,he 
map, time period and variables (Tgm = 2 m air temperature,TsOT; = soil temperat,ure, 
(LD) 
North Canada 
( N c )  
Sn = Snow depth or SWE and PR = precipitation ) The description of each station 
is given in Appendix A 
Data 
Source 
V. E. Romanovsky 
(personal coinmunication) 
NSIDC (Barry et ul., 2001) 
http://nsidc.org/data/arcss078.ht.ml 
Peter Kuhry 
(Christensen und Kuhry, 2000) 
Julia Boike 
clzmate/hL~nl~puges/down~Loud.htm,l) monthly precipitation interpolated to  a. 0.5 by 
0.5 degree g i d  resolut~ion, is taken for tlie time slice 1979-1993. Xie-Arkin mont.hly 
precipitation (Xze and  Arkin,, 1997) interpolated to a 2.5 by 2.5 degree grid resolu- 
tion for tlie same tiine slice is used. 










T2m,  cml 
For the model validation of snow water equivalent, tlie global snow deptli clin~atology 
of the U.S. Air Force Environmei~t~l  Technical Application Center (USAF/ETAC) 
is used liere (Foster und Davy,  1988). This is a mid-monthly mean snow dept,li 
c l in~~tology wit,li a 1 O X 1 O equal-angle grid resolut,ion. Since the HIRHAM4 produces 
snow w a k r  equivalent,, the USAF/ETAC snow depth was converted into snow wat,er 







P R  
After soine calculations we get 
188.82 Sn 
S?" = X -  1 - 0.419Sn 1000' 
1988-02 
where Sn is the snow deptli in meter, Su, is tlie snow water equivalent in m m 2 .  ps 
is the density of snow, wliich does not exceed 450 k g m 3  and a water density of 





The AVHRR Polar Pathfinder Twice-Daily 25 km EASE-Grid (Equal-Area Scalable 
Earth Grid) surface albedo (Fowler et al.. 2002) was used for tlie tiine period April 
1981 to  September 1998 (http://nszdc.org/dutu/nsidc-00g4.html). 
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3.3 Mean sea level pressure 
Flic monthly climatology mean (1979-1993), summer (JJA) and winter (UJF)  av- 
eragecl mean sea level pressure (MSLP) of HIRHAM4 simulation and ER.A-1 o are 
shown in Figure 3.2. During summer, there are no large variations in MSLP over 
t,he entire doniain. However there is a high pressure centered over Greenlarid i i ~  
bot11 HIRHAM4 and ERA-15. This high pressure is due to  t,he cold air masses sit- 
uated over the Glacier. Over t,he central part of t,lie Arctic, t,he HIRHAM4 MSLP 
overestimates t,he ERA-15 MSLP by a inaximum of 3 hPa,. Except Greenla,nd, over 
tlie major land part, tlie HIRHAM4 MSLP underestimates the FRA-15 MSLP by 
about 2 liPa. The spatial distributions of wint,er MSLP are very different from 
the summer MSLP. There exists a high pressure of inore than 1024 hPa over East 
Siberia. In bot11 HIRHAM4 and ERA-15, the high pressure syst,ern is cxtended 
from East. Siberia t,o North Canad3 and North Alaska, whcrcas a low pressure of 
maximuin about 998 hPa is situat,ed over tlie North Atla,ntic. There are very small 
differentes between the HIRHAM4 and ERA-15 MSLP over t,he ocean. but, over 
land t . 1 ~  IlIR.HAM4 underest~iinates tlie ERA-15 MSLP by 2 - 8 1iPa. Therefore tlie 
HIRHAM4 simulated MSLP is very siinilar t,o the ERA-15 reanalysis MSLP. 
Figure 3.2: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) winter (DJF) and Summer (JJA) 
averaged HIRHAM4 and ERA-15 mean sea level pressure in hPa. 
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3.4 Air and soil temperature 
Surface air temperature is one of the inost important climate variables and available 
from observations for inost of the places. Figure 3.3 shows the domain averaged. 
model nionthly climatology mean (1979 - 1993) 2m air teinperature and Willmott- 
Rawlins climatology near surface air t,emperat,ure. The niodel air temperature has a 
good agreement with the observation t,hrough out the year. However in sumnier, the 
niodel shows a slight warming of about 3 'C and a leading spring season by about 
---- HIRHAM4 Willmott 
Figure 3.3: Domain averaged (excluding 10 grid points at the boundary and glacier 
parts) monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) HIRHAM4 2m air temperature inÂ° 
(dashed line) and Willmot,t-Rawlins climatology near surface air temperature (solid 
line). 
Summer(JJA) and winter(DJF) a,verages of tlie model monthly climatology mean 
2 m air temperatures and Willmott-Rawlins climat,ology near surface air teinpera- 
ture are shown in Figure 3.4. During summer and winter, the large scale spatial 
patterns of maximum a,nd mini~num temperature zones are well capt.ured by the 
model. Summer minimum air temperature pattern stayed over the central part, 
of Greenland in both, model and observat,ion but duriiig winter the observed mini- 
mum is shifted further north. An extended cold region during winter in East Siberia, 
wit2l1 ten~perature below -40 'C is seen in t,he observations. Though t.he model is 
not able to reproduce such cold air temperatures in this region. The model over- 
estimates suinmer surface a,ir temperature in the coastd region of Siberia, Nort,l~ 
Alaska. North Canada and Greenland by 2 - 8 'C. During wint,er the model shows a 
st,rong warm bias of ma,ximum 10Â° in Alaska and part of Eastern Siberia. 
Summer and winter averages of 850 hPa monthly climatology air teinperature 
from I-IIRHAM4 simulation and ERA-15 reanalysis are shown in Figure 3.5. The 
summer and winter large scale patterns are very similar in both ERA- 15 and HIRHAM4 
Since the model's lateral forcing was from ERA-15, the t,emperat.ure patterns in 
HIRHAM4 boundary region are very similar. However t,he model has been deviated 
from the ERA-15 in the central part of the domain a,nd over the Greenland area. 
Over Greenla,nd area, the model is colder by a maximum of 4OC during summer 
3nd by a maximum of 10 'C during winter compared to ERA-15. However for the 
elevated surface, the 850 hPa will be within the land/glacier. Therefore over the 
Greenland and n~ountain regions in Alaska and East Siberia, the 850 hPa tempera- 
t,ures are of limit,ed value. In summer, central part of the Arctic is warmer than the 
ER.A-15 by a inaximurn of 4 'C. 
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Figure 3.4: Summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) averages of HIRHAM4 monthly cli- 
matology niean (1979-1993) 2777, a,ir temperat.ure a.nd Willmott-Rawlins clima,t.ology 
(DEM algorithni) near surface a.ir temperature inÂ°C The right hand side of upper 
ancl lower pa.nels shows t,he difference between HIRHAM4 and Willmot,t-Rawlins cli- 
ma,tologg during summer and winter respectively. 
Domain averaged I-IIRHAM4 soil temperatures of 5 layers during the yea,rs 1979 
t.o 1993 are shown in Figure 3.6. Tlie largest seasonal change in soil temperature 
is seen in the uppermost soil layer and tlie magnitude is damped as the soil dept,li 
increases. which is consistent with the  Fourier heat conduction law. The time lag 
of lower layer soil temperature from t.he upper soil layer is also consistent witli the 
Fourier lieat conduction law. 
The validation of tlie Arctic soll temperature is extxemely difficult,, as ( I )  only 
very few ineasurement sites are available a,nd (2) tlie soil processes are very localized. 
A station soil t,einperature may not be representative for a region of 50 X 50 km 
used by the model. Using a sinall number of station data ,  it is difficult to compare 
them with model siinulation of such resolution. The model dat,a liave been linearly 
int,erpolated to  the all corresponding station locat-ions (lat,it,ude, l~ngi t~ude) .  Only 
four nearest inodel grid point da ta  around the station location have been used for 
the  Interpolation. Figure 3.7 shows tiine series of air and soil t e n ~ p e r ~ t u r e  for t,he 
station Lena. Delta (72.37ON, 126.48OE). situated a t  the coast of Laptev Sea. The 
2m air temperat,ure of the model agrees very well with the observa,tion. The soil 
temperature a t  9 cm depth is very close to  tlie observation by magnitude but tliere is 
a slight tiine lead in the  model. The deeper layers a t  47 cm and 58 cm are also quite 
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Figure 3.5: Summer (.JJA) and winter (DJF)  averages of HIRHAM4 a,ncl ERA-15 
monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) 850 hPa air temperature in 'C. The right 
hand sicle of the upper a.nd lower pa,nels shows the difference bet,ween ERA-1.5 and 
IIIR,IIAM4 during summer and wint,er respectively. 
LEV= 1 (3.25 cm) _ _ .  LEV=3 (77.55 cm) 
- _ _  LEV=2 (1 9.2 cm) 
_._.. LEV=4 (268.3 cm) ........ LEV=5 (698.4 cm) 
Figure 3.6: Domain averaged HIRHAM4 soil temperature at 5 vertiral levels in 'C 
for the years 1979 to 1993. 
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siiiiilar t,o the observat,ion. Since the soil is seasonally melted and frozen up to 08 an 
depth. t.lierc is 110 perniafrost at this stat,ioii up to t8llis dept,h. At, the beginning of 
winterl when soil temperature reaclies 0 'C. the soil moisture starts to freeze. During 
the soil moist,ure freezing, the soil temperature does not decrease rapidly. A large 
ainount of latent heat release (334 J g 1  for pure water) is associated with tlie soil 
inoisture freezing and hence alinost all of t,he ground heat flux is used for the  phase 
t,ransition of soil n~oisture. Therefore t,he soil t,eiiiperature curve near 0 'C becoines 
flat (Figure 3.7) at  the beginning of winter, tlie teinperature is not changing n~uch 
wit-11 t.ime ancl after soine days or a n~ont,h it decreases rapidly. Tliis plienomenon is 
not scen in the model soil temperature, because the HIRHAM4 does not t.ake into 
account tlie lat,ent heat of soil ii~oist~ure freezing. However. the HIRHAM4 simula~tion 
at  tlie station Leim Deka, shows a very good agreement with t,he observat.ion. 
Observat ion --- H IR HAM 4 
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Figure 3.7: Time series of 2m air and soil temperature from a station in the Lena 
Delta. The solid lines are from observations and the dashed lines are from HIRHAM4. 
The model data have been linearly interpolat,ecl to the station grid. 
Monthly climatology mean (1979 - 1993) of Esst Siberian (ES) 33 stations av- 
eraged 2m, air and soil teinperatures are shown in Figure 3.8. The 2m model &ir 
t,emperature shows a very good agreement with observation but the soil tempera- 
tures for all layers have small warm bias during suininer and large cold bias during 
winter. T.he observations show a rapid daniping of soil t,emperat>ure as the dept,l~ 
increases and a leadiiig time shift compared to t8he model. The model soil in wint#er 
is coldcr by about 15 'C to 20 'C. whereas in the summer it is warmer by about. 5 'C. 
Uiifort2unat,ely the la,tent hea,t of freezing effect is not seen in tlie observations. Due 
to tlie averaging effect, trhe temperature profile has beeil smootlied out. Moiit,hly 
mean time series and the climatology monthly niean of eacli individual station has 
been also coinpared with the model. The soll temperature a t  all stat,ions has sliown 
a very simila,r strong cold model biases during winter and a sinall warm model bias 
during sunimer. 
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Figure 3.8: Monthly climat,ology mean (1979-1993), air and soil ternperature aver- 
aged over East Siberian (ES) stations. The solid lines are from the observations and 
the dashed lines are from t,he HIRHAM4. The model data have been interpolat.ed 
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Figure 3.9: Monthly climat,ology mean soil t-emperature (1979-1990): averaged over 
West Russian (WR) stations. Solid lines are from observations and dashed lines are 
from HIRHAM4. 
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i'otal 22 stations frorn West Russim (WR) region are taken for t,he n~odel soil 
t.emperaLure validation. This region has a cliinat,e different from East and f'ar- East 
Siberia. The climate in West Russia is niore influenced by cyclones originated over 
the ocea.11, whereas East Siberia has more coiitinent,al influence. The vi'int,er air 
and soil temperatures in tlie East and rar-East Siberia are much colder t;lian in 
West, Russia. Figure 3.9 shows t,lie monthly climat,ology mean soil t,emperat,ure. 
averagecl over all stations along wit,li tlie inodel simulations. Similar as for East 
Siberia, the model shows a strong winter cold bias by a maximuni of 1 2 O C .  The 
summer soil temperatures are quite satisfactorv. Figure 3.10 shows tslie meaii vert.ica1 
soil kiiiperat,ure profile and its seasonal evolution in tlie East Siberia (ES) and 
West, Russia (WR) regions usiiig ~t~at ion measuremeiits ancl inodel simulat,ions. The 
seasonal cycle of warm and cold pliase of soil is very clear. Altl~ougli tlie niodel 
summer soil t.emperat,ure aiid it,s vertical profile are quite good compared to t,he 
observat,ions. tlie inodel is unable to reproduce tZhe right winter soil teinperatures in 
bot,h regions. 
Figure 3.10: The first row shows the West Russian (WR) 22 stations averaged 
monthly climatology mean soil tempcrature and the HIRHAM4 simulations for these 
stations The second mv is similar to the first one but from East Siberian (ES) 33 
stations average and from the HIRHAM4 simulations for these stations 
A different set of West. Russian (WRII) air and soil temperature data; avail- 
able from 4 stations are used here for further validation. The monthly climatology 
mean (1979-1993) of station averaged 2 m air and 20.40,80.160 arid 320 cm. soil 
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temperatures are shown in Figure 3.11. This data set sliows tliat, the NSIDC soil 
t.emperature (Figure 3.9) is very similar to it. Througliout the year, tlie model shows 
a very good agreei~ient in 2 m temperature with the observations. However in win- 
ter, the model shows a cold bias of n~aximuin 12 'C at  20 cm dept,h soil. The cold 
bias has been reduced at the deeper 320 cm layer compared to the uppermost, layer. 
Since the teniperature signal at  the surface is damped out very mucli when it prop- 
agates downward and hence t,lie difference between seasoiial t,einperat~~re maxirna 
and minima decreases. The amplitude of soil temperature decreases exponentially 
for vertically l~oinogeneous and dry soil (Yershov, 1998). The sharp damping in soil 
temperature also can be seen in tlie model simulation (Figure 3.6). 
2 m  a i r  2 0 c m  soil Â ¥ ^ 0 c  soil 
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Figure 3.11: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) air and soil tcmpeiature aver- 
aged over 8 West Russian (WRII) stations. The solid lines are from observations and 
the dashed lines are from the HIRHAM4. The model data have been interpolated 
linearly to the station grid. 
The monthly clirnatology niean (1979-1993) of niodel simulated and observed 
2 m  air teniperature a t  the 2 North Canadian (NC) stations are shown in F'g I 1 ure 
3.12. Here again the model 2 m  air temperature is found good compared to the 
observations. However the winter niodel 27n, a,ir t e ~ n p e r ~ t u r e  is colder by a maxi- 
iiiuin of 5OC a.t bot11 stations. At "Baker Lake" station, the niodel is quite good 
during summer but at  "Hall Beach" station, the inodel shows a suinmer cold bias 
of maximum of 5 "C. 
The reason of the winter cold bias in the model simulated soil temperature could 
be partly due to the absence of soil moisture freezing scheine, as discussed before. 
This huge amount of latent heat %ssociated with soil moisture freezing can damp 
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Rake: Lake 
Figure 3.12: Monthly climatology mean 2m air temperature from two stations in 
north Canada in degree Celsius 
tlie soil temperature during winter, i.e it can decrease t,he soil cooling during winter. 
A similar process can be Seen in t,lie soil when spring starts. The soil will warm up 
and t,he frozen moisture in it will nielt. After complete inelting of t81ie soil inoisture, 
t,lie soil t.emperature will start to increase. Tlierefore in tlic beginning of winter 
and spring, the t,emperat,ure evolut,ion of soil becomes very slow, wliicli damps t l ~ e  
aniplitude of seasonal soil t,emperature. 
The seasonal Snow cover timing and it's duration is also very important for the 
wint.er Arctic soil t,emperat,ure (Ling and Zh,ang, 2003). The insulat,ion effect of 
snow in later aulumn is much niore important tlian in earlier aut,umn, since the air 
t,eiiiperature in later autuiiin remains mucli lower than in early aut~uiiin. A delay 
in snowpack onset by 10 days in lat,er autumn can decrease the ground surface 
temperature by about 3OC and this cooling impact may last, for the entire winter 
(Lzng and Zhan,g, 2003). Since tlie solar elevation during seasonal snow cover onset, 
in autumn is niucli lower tlian tlie spring snow nielt t,iine, tlie timing of snow cover 
onset has less influence On tlie surface net short wave radiat,ion than does tthat of 
snow nielt (Zhan,g e t  a,l., 2001). 
Also there is a po~sibilit~y t,hat, a stable stratified boundary layer can lea,d t,o an 
excessive cooling of soil and an a c c ~ m u l ~ t i o n  f soil t,emperat,ure error during winter 
t,ime. There exists a positive feedback in the land surface-boundary layer coupling 
(Vzterbo e t  al., 1999).  During winter, a,ir a,bove tlie land surface remains dense and 
strat,ified. Land surface en-Å t¸, long wave radiation to  the space and becomes further 
colder. In this sit,uat,ion if the ~tratificat~ion is stable enougli, there will he siiialler 
ainount of heat froni tlie upper part of atmosphere to  tlie lower surface tlirough 
vertical mixing. Tliis will furtlier stratify t,he lower atinosphere and hence t . 1 ~  soil 
will cool down furtlier. 
Except a t  tlie Lena-delta station, t,he model developed a strong cold winter 
soil temperature bias a t  all stations. However t,lie summer soil temperatures were 
very dose to the observa~tions. Therefore, tlie niodel validation implies t,liat, tliere 
miglit be niissing key winter soil processes in the model as discussed above. The 
dependency of soil temperature On PBL stability function, soil tlierina,l properties, 
snow depth and snow albedo will be discussed in details during model sensitivity 
studies (cliapter 4). 
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3.5 Precipitation 
Pre~ipitat~ion directly iufluences t1he soil water content, skin moisture and snow 
dept.h. The observational and numerical studies have shown t,hat a soil moisture 
anonia.ly can alter the partit,ioning of surface latent and sensible heat fluxes. lience 
modify surface air temperature, llumiditiy and precipitation (Atlas et al., 1993; Yang 
et al., 1994; Beljaars et al., 1996; Kan,amztsu et al., 2003). Figure 3.13 shows the 
domain &veraged (excluding 10 grid points from the boundary Zone and glacier 
part) montl~ly climatology mean precipit.at.ion of HIRHAM4, Willinot-Rawlins and 
Xie-Arkin dat,a sets. Willn~ot,t,-Rawlins precipitation is slightly higher in August 
compared t,o Xie-Arkin precipitation and for the other inont,hs bot11 observed data  
are quite similar. The model underestimat,es the winter precipitation by a inaxi- 
111u111 of 6 mm m o n t h l  arid overestiinates duriiig May aiicl June by a inaximum of 
12 mmm,nnth-l. 
Figure 3.13: Domain averaged (excluding J0 grid points at the boundary and glacier 
part) monthly climatology mcan precipitation in mm m o n t h l  for the year 1979-1993. 
The spatial precipitation pattern for the sumnier (JJA) and wint,er (DJF) cli- 
inat,ology mean are shown in Figure 3.14. Tlie model mo~~th ly  mean precipitation 
shows many regional scale patterns w11ich are mostly not seen in observed data. The 
orographic model precipitation is clearly Seen in t,he mountain regions. The observa- 
tions in these mountain regions ~nderest~imate precipitation due to the lack of high 
elevation stations and the influence of under-catch due to the effects of wind and 
sublin~ations. Legates and Wzllm,ott (1990) sugge~t~ed that vint,er precipitation may 
be underestima,ted by as much as 40% in mountain regions. The regions with niax- 
iinum and ininimuin precipitation during summer are well captured by the model. 
The south and sout,h-east coasts of Greenland get a tot of precipitat-ion due t80 storm 
track in the north Atlantic (Dorn, 2002) and the model has a bet.t,er agreement 
in this region with Willmott-Rawlins precipitation data than with Xie-Arkin data,. 
Scandinavia, West Russia and Rocky mountain region with high precipitation zones 
in summer are capt,ured well by the model. The coastal parts of Kara Sea, Laptev 
Sea and East Siberian Sea with minimun~ summer precipitation zones have quite 
good agreement with bot11 observat,ions. The Northern coasts of Alaska and Canada 
also get ininimun~ summer precipitation, which is seen in both observations. 
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Figure 3.14: Monthly climat,ology mean (1979-1993) Summer (JJA) and winter 
(DJI?) averagc precipitation in m m m o n t h , ' .  The first column is from HIRHAM4, t.he 
second column is from Xie-Arkin precipitation and the third column is from Willmott- 
Rawlins. 
During winter, the maxiinum pre~ipit~ation regions at. the South and Sout,li-east, 
coast,s of Greenland, West coast of S ~ ~ n d i n a v i a  and in the Rocky mountains are 
captured by t,lie model. The whole Scandinavia and west part of Russia get a lot 
of precipitations due to the winter cyclonic activities (Serreze a,nd Barry, 1988). 
but the magnitudes are slightly undere~timat~ed by the model. A big discrepancy in 
the model winter precipit,ation arises a.t East and far-East Siberia and Nui'tli-esst 
Canada. In these regions, the model underestin~at~es the precipitation by a. n~ax in~um 
of 15 mm m,onthl (40-100% of observed precipitation). 
Less precipitation during winter means decrease in snow and rain-on-snow(R0S) 
over ground. ROS is associated witsh large scale storm rnovement, which brings 
warmer air into the cold region a,nd causes the rain fall over snow. Due to tlle 
exchange of sensible and latent heat between snow and rain, the existing snow starts 
to inelt. Although the winter ROS events are infrequent, they are capa,ble exerting 
a considerable influence on mean winter time soil temperature (Putkonen und Roe. 
2003). Tlie HIRHAM4 does not take into account R.OS, which nlay intxoduce winter 
cold bias in soll temperature along with a thin Snow layer. Higher precipita,tion 
during May, June can enhance the skin and soil moisture in snow free region, which 
again influence the surface heat budget. 
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Figure 3.15: Differente between HlRHAM4 and Willmott-Rawlins, Xie-Arkin 
monthly climatology rnean precipitation (in mm m o n t h l )  during winter and surnrner 
seasons. 
Figure 3.15 shows the difference bet,ween HIRHAM4 simulation and observed 
summer and winter monthly climatology mean precipitation. During summer, the 
model clearly overestimates precipitat,ion by a maximum of 30 inm m o n t h l  in most 
of the mount,ain range regions and the coastal part of Greenland. The model winter 
pre~ipit~ation is uiiderestimated in the entire domain, except in the Rocky mouii- 
tains. a t  the North coast of Scandinavk, and South-east coast of Greenland. The 
standard de~iat~ion of monthly niean summer and winter averaged precipitations 
for HIRHAM4, Willmottf-Rawlins data arid Xie-Arki~i data are shown in Figure 
3.16. Tlie model shows a very low variability in Siberia, of the order of maximum 
2 mm m o n t h l ,  connected with the model's small amount of pre~ipi t~t ion.  Since 
tlie model winter monthly mean precipitation is witliin 5 mm m o n t h l  as compared 
to niaximum of 15 to 20 nznx m,onth l  in the observation, the model's variability 
is expected to be below 5 m,m. The other la,rge scale variability pattern in Alaska, 
West Siberia, Scandinavia and all the South and South-east coast of Greenland are 
well captured. Tlie summer variability in tlie model is slightly higher but the spa,tial 
patterns are very close to the observations. 
Time correlations between monthly mean model a,iid observed precipitations are 
calculated. This will further clarify the model's abi1it.y to capture t,he timing of 
precipitation. Tlie correlation shows a high positive value, more than 0.5 in most of 
the domain land surface except in Greenland (Figure 3.17). Therefore the model's 
seasonal cycle of precipitation is quite good compared to the ob~erv~t ions .  
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Figure 3.16: The stanclard devktion of winter a,nd summer averaged monthly precip- 
itation. 15 years monthly precipit,ation (in 177,117. m o n , t h l )  from HIRHAM4, Willmot,t,- 
Rawlins and Xie-Arkin are used. 
HIRHAM4 & Willmott HIRHAM4 & Xie-Arkin 
Figure 3.17: Time correlation between HIRHAM4, Willmott,-Rawlins and 
HIRPIAM4, Xie-Arkin monthly mean precipitation (1979-1993). 
Precipitat,ion measurements from two stations in North Canada (NC) (Table 
3.1, Figure 3.1) are also available. Figure 3.18 shows the montl~ly clima,tology 
niean precipitation from these two stations and the HIR.HAM4 siinulation. Here 
at  both stations, the model has winter precipitation deficiency by a n~axi inun~ of 
5 mm mont1z1. At "Baker La,ken , the model overestimates the summer pre~ipit~ation 
by 5 - 25 m m m o n t h l  whereas at  "Hall Beach" station the model underestimates 
the summer precipitation by a maximum of 18 m,m month-I. 
Observations - Model 
Boker Loke Holl Beoch 
Figure 3.18: Monthly climatology mean precipitation from two stations in North 
Canada (NC) in nun 17zonth-~. 
The nionthly climatology mean (1979-1993) precipita,tion from 14 West Rus- 
sian (WR,II) station measurenients are shown in Figure 3.19. Here, the inonthly 
climatology mean precipitation at  individual station as well as the average over all 
stations are shown. The conimon feature of the model precipitation is that, there are 
two precipitation maxim8, one around May-June and the other a,round September- 
October which are not seen in the observations. At most of the stations, the model 
shows an enhanced precipitation during May-June. The similar May-June precip- 
itation maxiinum was found in the niodel domain averaged precipitation (Figure 
3.13). Neither of the two gridded precipitations ( Willmott-Rawlins and Xie-Arkin) 
have shown such high precipitation during May-June. The other conimon feature 
of the model is that it underestimates the winter precipitation at all stations. The 
precipitation, averaged over all stations shows that the model winter precipitation 
is underestiniated bv a maximum of 17 mm m o n t h l .  
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Figure 3.19: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) p r e ~ i p i t ~ t i o n  for 14 West Rus- 
sian (WRII) stations in mm mon,thl  and an average over all stations. The solid lines 
are from observations and the dashed lines are from model, interpolated t o  the st$at,ion 
grid. 
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3.6 Snow depth 
Since tlle Arctic is covered by seasonal and perennial snow, snow plays an important 
role in the surface heat budget of this region and hence the Earth surface heat. 
budget. Snow and ice albedo are much higher (0.6 to 0.9) than the land and ocean 
part,. So, snow/ice covered regions will reflect a large part of the incident solar 
radiation back t,o the space and hence further cool down the surface. Therefore 
the effect on the surface heat budget due t,o snow cover change is much larger than 
other albedo changes (e.g. albedo changes associated with land cover changes). Also 
the high thermal einissivity of snow enhances the cooling of surface during night. 
A sinall perturbation in the surface temperature can either increase or decrease 
snow ainount but it. depends very much on the snow surface temperature. If the 
temperature is well below t,he freezing point., a small perturbation will not change 
inuch in snow/ice. However if it is near the melting point, there will be a strong 
snow-albedo feedback inechanisin, which will either increase or decrease the snow 
deptli. In eit.her case of increase or decrease in surface ten~perature around the 
melting point, the feedback loop is positive (Figure 3.20). 




Figure 3.20: Temperature albedo feedback loop. If the direction of input and output 
changes are the Same, then the feedback is positive (+ ), otherwise the feedback is 
negative (-) . 
t 
In the Earth's hydrological cycle, snow plays d s o  an in~portant role. Unlike the 
tropics, a major part of the Arctic ground and river water comes in the form of solid 
precipitation (i.e. snow fall). The density of snow changes with time. After falling 
on ground, snow goes through several complex physical cha,nges including density, 
shape ~ tnd  size of the ice crystal even in fixed temperature condition. So it is always 
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problcmatic to convert snow deptli measured in met.er or centimeter to snow wat,er 
equivalent, or vice versa. However here a forlnulation of snow density by Vers& 
(1991) and 3 other fixed snow density have been used. 
Figure 3.21: Snow water equivalent (SWE) averaged over 22 stations in East Siberia 
(ES). The observed snow depth is converted into SWE by using Verseghy (1991) 
algorithm and fixed snow densities 400 kg m 3 ,  100 k g m 3  and 35 kg m-3. 
Figure 3.22: Monthly mean normalized Snow water equivalent (SWE) averaged over 
22 stations in East Siberia (ES) The HIRHAM4 and observed monthly SWE arc 
divided by their 15 years (1979-1993) average monthly SWE respectively 
Figure 3.21 shows the nionthly cliniatology mean of snow water equivalent,. av- 
eraged over all East Siberian (ES) 22 stations. The SWE value, calculated by 
using the Verseghy (1991) algorithm is between tshe SWE values calculated by us- 
ing maximum(400 kg mw3) and minimum(100 kg m 3 )  snow densities. The niodel 
clearly underest,imates the winter snow wa,ter equivalent by 8 to 9 tinies (using 
Verseghy algorithm). I t  is clear froin the figure tha t  the large deficiency of Snow 
(SWE) in the model can't be due to  t,he snow density uncertainty. It. may be largely 
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due to the lack of winter precipit,at,ion as described in section 3.5. However a suitable 
snow density which brings the observed snow depth very close to the model SWE is 
about 35 kgm.-3. 
Although t,he model has shown a large snow deficiency at t,he East Siberian (ES) 
stations. t,lie int-er-annual snow variability is captured well by t.he inodel. Figure 
3.22 shows the norinalized station averaged monthly mean SWE. The normalization 
has been done by t.he n~onthly SWE. averaged over 15 years. 
Figure 3.23: USAF/ETAC and HIRHAM4 snow water equivalent (SWE). The upper 
and lower panels are the climatology mean of October. April respectively and the 
middle panel is the average over the DJF climatology mean 
USAFIETAC, HIRHAM4 a,nd USAFIETAC minus HIRHAM4 n~onthly clin~a- 
ttology mean SWE of October, winter (Deceniber, January, February average) arid 
April a,re sliown in Figure 3.23. Snow fall in October is important, since the soil 
does not get very cold or may be in unfrozen state. Therefore a decrease in snow by 
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3 to 5 ein, in tlie whole Siberia and western Russia comparecl to t,he Å¸SA may en- 
liancc soil cooling in tlie model. Tlie moclel shows a very nice sniall-scale liori~ont~al 
SWE pat,t,eriis, whereas t.he olxervations are very smoot,h. At tlie Ijral mount,ain 
regions during winter and April, the model sliows large SWE aiid also with sinall 
scale pat.t.erns. However tzhe observation shows a ra,t,her ssnootli patt.ern, The  large 
scalc SWE patt,eriis in tlie model during winter and April are very similar t,o t,he ob- 
servat,ions. Unfortunately. tlie model underestimat,es tlie SWE in the East Siberian 
region ljy a maximum of 5 cm from October tlirougli April. However during winter, 
tliis large snow deficiency in t8he permafrost region inay not be crucial. Because tlie 
soil will be already in frozen condition during winter and a sniall amount of heat 
i . c .  heat capacity) is able to cliange t,he soil temperature. Tlie model snow bias 
cluring April has been reduced sliglitly conipared to winter. 
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Figure 3.24: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) Snow water equivalent (SWE) 
in cm.n7,01tt/;,~ for seven stations in Western R.ussia (WRII) and averaged over all 
seven st,ations. Observed Snow depth in cm has been converted in SWE by using 
Versegh,~ (1991) and the model SWE has been interpohted to the station grid. 
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The SWE at 7 individual West Russian (WRII) station and an average over all 
7 stations are shown in Figure 3.24. At each of tliese stations, the model largely 
underest,imates t,he SWE by an average of 5 t,o 10 cm during the snow season. Also 
at  t,he 2 Canadian stations, a similar SWE bias (Figure 3.25) is seen. In the West 
Russian arid East Siberian regions, the model has a sinii18r SWE bias with respect, 
t.o both the USAFIETAC gridded data a,nd the station data sets (WRII, ES). At the  
Nort,h Canadian (NC) stations, tlie maximum model SWE bias occurs during the 
April-May rnonths arid bot11 observations (USAFIETAC and station mea,surements 
(NC) ) are very similar. 
Figure 3.25: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) snow water equivalent (SWE) 
in crnmonth, '  for t,wo st,ations in Northern Canada (NC). Observed snow depth in 
cm has been converted in SWE by using Verseghy (1991) and the model SWE has 
been interpolated to the station grid. 
3.7 Surface albedo 
The surface albedo. describing the fract,ion of incident solar energy reflected back 
to the space is an important pa,rameter for determining the Earth's cliinate. Tlie 
surface energy budget is strongly determined by the surfxe albedo, which depends 
on l a d  cover, soil moisture, cloud cover, solar angle. Snow and ice surfaces absorb 
a sinall fract,ion of incident solar energy due to their high albedo property. However 
if snow or ice starts to melt. the albedo decreases due to  changes in the physical 
properties of snow and ice. Tlie decreased albedo allows more solar energy to be 
absorbed by snow and ice and tliere exists a positive feedback mechanism, whicli 
rapidly melt tlie snow and ice. Wet soil does have less albedo than dry soil and 
allows inore soil moist.ure evap~rat~ion and hence more cloud formation. Albedo 
depends also on tlie vegetation type and tlie season. So, any type of mismatch or 
error in the inodel albedo can alt,er the surface energy balance. 
Figure 3.26 shows t,he monthly climatology mean, domain averaged surface albedo 
from APP (Advance Very High Resolution (AVHRR) Polar Pa,thfinder) observa- 
tion and HIRHAM4 ~imulat~ion for the same time period (1981-1993, April through 
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Figure 3.26: Monthly climatology mean, domain averaged (excluding glacier and 
ocean points) HIRHAM4 and APP albedo. 
Sept,ernber). Glacier arid sea albedo are excluded from the domain average, as we 
are focusing on land-surface processes. Starting from t,he month April to June, the 
niodel underest,i~nat.es albedo by a maximum of 0.2, whicli is quite large (about 40 
W m 2 )  in terms of solar sliort wave radiation. Durine, M y  tlie model slightty over- 
estimales the observed albedo. The sumrner months (JJA) look very dose to the 
observation. 
Figure 3.27 shows the differente between HIRHAM4 and APP climatology 
monthly niean albedo. The positive values indicate that the model underestimates 
tjhe albedo. During May, at the coast,al part of tlle Arctic APP albedo differs very 
much from tShe HIRHAM4 albedo and the model underestimat,es the observed albedo 
JUN 
Figure 3.27: APP - HIRHAM4 monthly climatology mean surface albedo (1981- 
1993). 
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3.8 Summary 
The model 2 m air teinperat,ures are in very good agreement wit,h tlie measurements 
a.t all stations. Also, the large scale spat.ia1 patterns in Willmottt-Rawlins cliina- 
tology are well captured by the rnodel. However during summer. t11e inodel shows 
a warniing of n~axiinum 8 OC at the Northern coastal part of Canada, Siberia and 
Alaska. During winter, the model 2 in air is warmer than Willmotts climatology in 
Eastern Siberia and Alaska. 
The surface albedo is not, effected during winter ( because t,here is no incoming 
solar racliation). During April, May and June, the n~odel underestinlates the surface 
albedo in the Northern coast,al part of Siberia, Canada and Alaska by a maxin~uin 
of 50% compared to the APP climatology. This bias in the surface albedo inay have 
contributed to the summer 2 in, air t,emperature warming in the model compared to 
the Willmott-Rawlins clima~t,ology. 
Except for the Lena Delt,a, soil temperatures at all stations liave shown that the 
model soil has a large cold bias during winter. The largest winter bias occurred in 
Eastern Siberia, where the model '2m air temperature has shown a strong warm bias 
coi~ip~red to the Willmottt,-Rawlins climatology. The niagnitude of the winter air 
t.emperat,ure signal has not. been damped sufficiently when it penetrated down the 
soil. This daniping phenomenoi~ is largely influenced by the freezing action of soil 
moisture and tihe amount of snow on t,he ground surface. Since the HIRHAM4 does 
not take into account the soil moisture freezing during winter; the model soil rapidly 
goes down below 0 Â¡C The model underestimates the observed wint8er precipitation 
everywhere in the doma~ii by a large magnit,ude. Also the coinparisons with the 
station measurements and sat,ellit,e observation have shown a hrge deficiency in the 
model SWE. Therefore the rapid cooling of soil is not prevented by t , l~e snow cover. 
Snow supposes t,o act as a bla,nket on ground surface. 
Thereforc the HIRHAM4 needs a more advanced soil scheme wliicb will allow the 
freezing and inelt,ing of moist,ure. Presently there is no description of soil moisture 
at each soil layer. Tlie model winter precipitation i.e. SWE has to be increased 
from the present values m d  the snoiv processes may iieed more complex treatment. 
Currently; the model snow density, snow optical and therma.1 properties do not 
change wit.11 time but this is not the case in reality. Snow depth as well as its 
thermal properties a,re important for tlie net ground heat flux. There is a need to 
improve t.lie model snow albedo during the inonths April, May arid June. It is also 
not clear that how the changes in soil thermal properties (i.e. heat conductivity, 
heat capacity) and snow depth will influence t,he soil temperature. Therefore we 
did sensitivity studies with the HIRHAM4 (in section 4) and introduced new soil 
scheme ii1t.o the HIRHAM4 (in section 5 and 6). 
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4  Sensitivity studies with H I R H A M 4  
4.1 Introduction 
Aft,er det,ect,ing a large winter soil t,emperature bias in HIRHAM4, it is necessary 
to find 0111 the kcy processes in the model which influence the soil temperat.ure 
evolution. There exist coinplex nonlinear feedback mechanisms between t,he land 
surface and t,he a,tmosphere. They interact with each other by several cliinate vari- 
ables and the couplings between variables are not isolated. A change in olle variable 
influences the other variables, each in a different way and itself by the others. The 
Arct.ic soil processes in the permafrost regions are poorly understood. Ofteil the 
n~unerical moclels are not able t,o describe tjhese processes. Therefore after perturb- 
ing olle variable in such a inodel, it niay not represent tolle right kind of feedback 
mechanisin. The Arctic is a region with many unique cli~nat~e f atures. The seasonal 
freezing and t.hawing of active layer; streng low-level temperature inversion in the 
PBL, large seasonal variation in the surface albedo etc. are a few of t,lie unique 
Arctic cli1nat.e features. The temperature in the permafrost layer i.e. the stability 
of permafrost is closely connect,ed wit.h these Arctic climate features. The model 
parameterizations may need further iinproven~ent o capture such unique processes. 
The stroiig winter cold bias in the inodel soil temperat,ure nlay be due t,o missing key 
soil processes or due to ina.ppr0priat.e soil parameterizations. The seasonal freezing 
a,nd tl~awing of soil account for a large ainount of surface heat budget. Also the sea- 
sonal variations of soil thermal properties and snow densit.y are equally iinportant, 
for the surfa,ce energy budget. But many GCMs as well as t,he RCM HIRHAM4 do 
not treat, these processes in a realistic way. We are interested t,o know the reasons 
of inodel winter soil temperaturc bias. To undcrstand the importance of different. 
processes in the soil in a more systen~~tic  way the following sei~sit~ivity experiments 
with the I-IIRHAM4 have beeil perforined. 
4.2 Planetary boundary layer 
The a~tmospheric planetary boundary layer (PBL) provides the physical link between 
the atmosphere and the Earth surface for exchange of heat, moisture a,nd momen- 
t ,un~. Nearly half of the frictional dissipation of the Earth-atmospl~ere ta,kes place 
within the PBL. Wind speed increases from the bottom of PBL (which is a highly 
non geostrophic inotion) to the top of PBL. Within the PBL, sinall-scale turbulent, 
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motion induced by small scale object,s like tree, buildings, rough sea surface, ext,racts 
energy from t . 1 ~  vertical shear of the horizontal flow a,nc dissipates it through the 
energy cascacle mecllanisni. The ~tt,mospheric bounda,ry layer consists of three hori- 
zontal layers. Tlie lowest layer, which is in contact wit,h the Eart.11 surface is called 
la,minar sublager. Within t,his layer, the energy flux is regulated by t,he molecular 
motions. Most of the nuinerical models as well as HIRHAM4 do not t,reat t,his layer 
explicit,ly. The vertical extent of the lamin,ar sublayer is up to few millimeters and 
mean wind speed is assumed to vanish at the top of this layer, also known as roug11- 
ness height,(zo). Above the roughiiess height,, there exists a layer wit.11 a vertical 
extent from about, 20 to 100 meters called Prandtl layer (surface layer). wit,hin the 
Prandtl layer. the small scale turbulent motions develop and the wind flow is highly 
non-geostrophic. St$arting from highly non-geostrophic wind flow at the bottom of 
the P d t l  layer, it reaclies dose to the geostrophic motion at tlie t,op of PBL. 
Above the Prandtl layer tlie E h a n ,  lauer exists with a typical ~ert~ical extent up to 
1000 meter height,, depending 011 tlie stability of the at,mosphere. 
ground heat flux and 
as a result. excessive 
further colder 
Figure 4.1: Surface temperature and PBL feedback. 
Tliere are t,hree regimes (unstable. near neutral und stable), which correspond 
to t,lie energy flux between the Earth and atmosphere. The occurrence of stable 
regzmes in tlie East Siberian region is inost frequent (inore t,llan 95%) during winter 
with a deepest surface temperature inversion of 1200 m (Serreze et al., 1992). Dur- 
ing polar night, Arctic land surface does not get solar radiattion but continuousiy 
emits long wave radiation arid temperature is inaintained by atmospheric energy 
transport from mid latitude and energy flux from the ocea,il. Warm air flow over 
relatively cold surfaces, causes tfhe diabatic cooling of the air just above the colder 
surface. Turbulent eddies are generated by the flow of air over a rough surface, 
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vvl~icll niaint,ain a. relatively cold thin mixecl layer a t  t he surface. Since these eddies 
are not strong enough, t,Iiey are not able t.o pelletrate much in upward direction due 
t.o a rapid loss of its lcinetic energy by the work done against gi'avit.y. The clepth of 
tlie PBL increases with t,he increase of wind speed and roughness of the surfacc. In 
tlie Arctic t.he low-level t,emperat,ure inversion is not only due t,o ra.diat,ive cooling 
and warm air aclvection but also due to radiative property of ice crystal, surface 
melt., subsidence (Ourrv, 1983; Ka,hl, 1990; Serreze et al ... 1992). Tliere are  also 
stabk reqimes cluring summer and spring seasons wit,li recluced inversion height and 
reduced frecluency of occurrence (Serreze et al., 1992). 
A stable ~trat~ified thin PBL dominates tlie heat exchange 11et.ween tlie land- 
surface and t,he at~mosphere. Tliere exists a positive feedback between land-surface 
t,eniperaturc and tlie PBL strat,ification. If tlie stratification is stablc enough, so that 
it allows a very sinall vcrtical mixing witli tlie atmospliere and hence a small amount 
of hcat is U'ansport.ec1 to the soil. Then the soil will become colder in addition of 
loiig wave radiation. Tliis will furtlier enhance t,lie stable stratification of the  PBL 
(Figure 4 .1) .  Tlie use of diflerent PBL parameterizations in HIRHAM4 lead t,o 
different energy fluxcs from t>he surface to the atJn~osp1lere and tSl1ese dift'erences are 
of the same order as tliose elue t.o synoptic-scale clianges (Deth,loff et al., 2001). 
A revised stab'lity functJion 1 3 7  Louis et al. (1982) increasecl tlie t,urbulent lieat 
flux downwards by t,he at.niosp11ere during stable condition and improved the winter 
soil t.empcrat.ure bias in tlie ECMWF model (Viterbo et al.. 1999). The enipirical 
forrn~lat~ion of stahility paramet.er under stable coudit,ion was similar to section 2.3.6, 
hut wit.11 different, constant values: 
with 6 - 5.d = 1. 
This formulation has very little impact on tlie surface niomentum flux over land 
and t,l~erefore lit,t.le eflect 011 tlie large scale circula~tioin The rat2io of momentum ancl 
heat cliffusion is recluced, which increases the heat flux towards tlic surfacc (Vzterbo 
et al.. 1999). Using t,llis revised stability function, 5 years (1979-1983) HIRHAM4 
simulat~ions lmve been performed. Hereafter t.1iis simulation will be referred as PBL 
sensitivity. The mont,hly climatology inea,n of the above years control and the PBL, 
se11sitivit.y simulations are used t,o investiga,te t.lie influences of the new st.a,bilit,y 
function on the model cliniat,e, specially on the grouncl heat flux and the soil teni- 
perature. 
Figure 4.2 sliows the PBI, sensitivity run minus control HIRHAM4, summer 
(J JA) arid winter (D JF) average of monthly climatology mean (1 979- 1983) 2 m air 
t,emperature. In most of the places above the land-surface. the wintjer 2 m air t,em- 
perature has been warmed up by a inaximuni of 2 'C. But parts of West Russia, 
and Siberia have been cooled down by a niaxin~um of 1 'C. The 850 hPa wint,er air 
te~nperature (Figure 4.3) shows a. cooling over niost of its land pa,rt by a maximum 
of 0.5 to 1.0 'C. This is indicating a net heat loss by this layer to  t,he downward 
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direction, bu t  dhe cooling iii 2 m air temperature over some part of the  land surface 
is no t  explained by this. There are also minor summer cooling and  warming over  
land par t s  in 110th '2m and  850 h P a  air temperatures. 
J JA 2m Air temperature DJF 
Figure 4.2: PBL sensitivity run minus control HlRHAM4, summer (JJA) and winter 
(DJF) averaged monthly mean 2n1. air temperature inÂ°C This is the average over 5 
years (1979-1983) simulations. Positive values indicate warming of 2 m air temperature 
in the PBL sensitivity experiment. 
J JA 850 hPa Air temperature DJF 
Figure 4.3: PBL sensitivity run minus control HIRHAM4, summer (JJA) and winter 
(DJF) averaged monthly mean 850hPa air temperature inÂ°C This is the average 
over 5 years (1979-1983) simulations. Positive values indicate warming of 850 hPa air 
temperature in the PBL sensitivity experiment. 
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Mont.hly climatology mean, PBL sei~sitivit~y ruii minus control HIRHAM4 mean 
sea level pressure (MSLP) for all months is sliown in Figure 4.4. Mean sea level 
prcssure lias been increascd by a maxiiiium of about 7 hPa and decreased by a maxi- 
mum of 5 //,Pa. Tlie inaxima of pressure clianges a,re mainly situated over tlie Arctic 
oceans. Above land, t,he MSLP did not, show a significant ch3nge. The monthly 
niean sea level pressure changes difler very inuch froni year to yea.r. The standa,rd 
deviations of monthly MSLP in 130th control and PBL sensitivit,~ HIRHAM4 are 
found a, maximum of 14 hPa from October tlirougli April (not shown here). The 
other montl~s did not show such large variabilit,y. 
Tlie wint.er cooling in HIRHAM4 2 m, air teniperature due to the revised stability 
fuiict,ion is not in agreement witli Vzterbo et al. (1999). After introducing t,his revised 
~t~a11ilit.y funct,ion in tlie ECMWF moclel, Vzterbo et al. (1999) found an increased 
Ja,nuary 2 m air t,emperature by a. maximuni of 3-5 'C over tlie Arctic land-surface. 
Viterbo et, al. (1999) did tlie simulation for one winter seasoii but we have done 
HIRHAM4 ~i inu l~ t ion  for 5 years using tShe Same revised stability function. In our 
five years simulation, none of the winter months (DJF) have shown w'rming in 
2 777. a,ir t,emperature everywhere above t.he land-surface. The change in mean sea 
level pressure in tlie PBL sensitivit,y cxperiment indicates tlie change in horizonal 
advect~ion of air niasses. During December. t-he increase in mean sea level pressure 
centerecl over the Kara sea (Figure 4.4) indicates tlie advect,ion of cold air niass t,o 
this region in tlie PBL ~ensitivit~y experinient. Therefore this region has become 
colder in the PBL sensitivity run compared t,o tlie control HIRHAM4. 
In tlie PBL sensitivity experiment, tlie surface sensible heat fluxes dui-ing winter 
have been increased (Figure 4.5) compared t,o t,he control HJRHAM4 simulation by 
a inaximuiii of 6 W n . 1  over most of t,lie land parts. Tlie latent lieat flux show oiily 
ininor changes. ~ i t ~ l i i n  &l \ 4 J n 1 ~ .  The net surface sl~ort  wave (SW) radiation also 
does not show a significant change, it is only wit.11iii Â±0. W m 2 .  The net surface 
long wave (LW) radiation has been increased by a niaximum of 4 W m 2 .  Tlie riet! 
surface SW radiation is very sina,ll and t.he iiiodel sliows a maximum of 20 W nl-' 
averagecl over winter months. However the LW cooling during winter is large, in 
tlie order of 50 W m 2 .  Therefore tlie revised stability function has increased t,he 
downward sensible heat flux. This increased sensible heat flux 11as increased tlie 
surface temperature and tlie increased surf3ce temperature has increased the LW 
cooling. The net ga,iii or loss of heat energy due to above t,wo fluxes c8n be realized 
in the net ground heat flux also. The latent heat a,nd SW radiation fluxes seem to 
be not so important in this sensitivity experiment. 
The net ground heat flux which is positive (gain by the soil) during suininer 
and negative (loss by t,he soil) during winter are sliown in Figure 4.6 for both PBL 
sensitivity a,nd contfrol HIRHAM4 ~i inu l~ t ion .  Tlie Nortli Canadia,~~ Arctic arid the 
central Siberian regions show tlie largest winter ground hea,t loss (except Greenland) 
of maximum 15 W n i 2 .  The revised PBL scheme has increased the heat gain by 
the soil in most part of tlie doinain. However a loss of ma~xiimuin 1 W m 2  is Seen 
in t,he part of West Russia, Siberia and North Canada. Figure 4.7 represents tlie 
PBL sensitivity minus control winter (DJF) aiid sumnier (JJA) montlily niean first 
soil layer (3.25 cm depth) teinperatures, averaged over 5 years. Tlie revised stability 
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Figure 4.4: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1983), PBL sensitivity run minus con- 
trol HIRHAM4 mean sea level pressure in hPa. The positive values show the increase 
in mean sea level pressure in the PBL sensitivity experiment. 
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Ground heat flux in W/m**2 
Figure 4.6: The summcr (JJA) and winter (DJF) average of monthly climatology 
mean (1979-83) ground heat flux (in ~ m )  in the PBL sensitivity run and the 
control HIRHAM4 simulations. The right hand side of upper and lower panel shows 
the difference between these two simulations for summcr and winter respectively. 
functions Iiave warmed up the winter soil in Alaska, North Canada, Greenland, 
Scandinavia and part of t,he far East Siberia by a maximum of about 2 'C. The soil 
teniperature has not been increased everywl~ere~ but in some parts of Siberia it shows 
a cooling of about 1 'C. The warming and cooling regions in the first soil layer are t,he 
regions of ground heat gain and loss respectively. So it is clear from t2he Figures 4.5 
and 4.7 that, an increased downward net heat flux has increased the soil teinperature. 
During summer, the inodel soll t,emperature shows a mixed response, but not so 
st,rong signal as in winter. The niaximuin cooling and warming are about 1 'C. Figure 
4.8 shows the PBL sensitivity minus control mo1it11ly cliinatology nlean (1979-1983) 
vertical soil teinperature profile. During winter a warm signal have been penetrated 
down sufficiently in the soll but with a small magnitude. An enhanced downwa,rd 
turbulent heat flux was responsible for the wint,er soil temperature warining. 
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Soil temperature in degree Celsius (3.25 cm depth) 
Figure 4.7: The summer (JJA) a,nd winter (DJP) average of mont2hly climatology 
mean (1979-83) soil temperature at 3.25 cm depth (in 'C) in t,he PBL sensilivity run 
and t,he control HIRHAM4 simulations. The right hancl side of upper a,nd lower pa,nel 
show the differente between these two simulations for summer and wint.er respect.ively. 
Figure 4.8: The domain averaged (excluding 10 grid points at  the boundary and 
the glacier part) monthly climatology mean (1979-83) control HIRHAM4 and PBL 
sensitivity run minus control HIRHAM4 vertical soil tempeiature profile in 'C. 
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4.3 Soil thermal heat conductivity 
The iiiain aiid hasic iiiechanism of heat transfer wit,liin tlie soil is hea,t conduction 
and heat conduction is perforined by tlie at,onlic and niolecular vibrations in tlie 
crystal lat,tice. Stat,ionary conduct,ive heat t,ransfer is represent,ed by tjhe Fourier's 
1 aw 
wliere Q is the heat flux per unit area, k is t,he thermal conductivity of the 
soil and is the temperature gradient bet,ween two interfaces of tlie soil layer. In 
reality, liest conduct,ion in the soil is a three dimensional process, i.e. heat can be 
transferred in bot,h horizontal aiid vertical directions. Also it is a iion-stationary 
process and cha.nges in different time scales like day, season, year and decade. Due 
to t2he large horizontal scale of the model (50 X 50 km), it. does not inake sense to  
represent horizont,al soil heat conduction. The horizontal t,emperature gradient will 
be so small, t,liat, the horizont,al heat flux along the grid boxes can be neglected. So, 
tlie model treats only t,he temporal developiiient of tlie vertical soil temperature. In 
this case, a olle dimensional non-stationary Fourier heat coiiduction equation is 
wliere L is the ~olumetric latent heat, V I  is the volumetric ice water content, 
CÃ£oi(z is the volumetric lieat capacity and k(z) is the thermal heat conductivity of 
soil. The vertical distribution of soil heat capacity, heat conductivity and soil water 
content are not hoinogeneous in reality. Soil thermal heat conductivity depends on 
various factors like aniount of moist,ure in tlie soil, orgmic materials, percentage of 
sand a,nd clay etc. For exainple a Glacier lias a different heat conductivity than 
wetlands or soil rocks. So it is importaiit to describe the appropriate thermal prop- 
erties of the soil in tlie inodel. Ot,herwise tlie inodel will not be able to siniulate tlie 
right magnitude of t,emperature a t  tlie right place. A decrease in soil thermal heat 
conductivity will decrease the heat flux into the soil during summer, when the land 
surface nminly is heated up by the solar radiation and t:ransfers heat towards deeper 
layers. Tlierefore the Summer soil will be colder. During winter, most part of the 
Arctic does not get solar radiation and soil looses hea,t to tlie atmosphere by long 
wave cooling, sensible and latent heat fluxes. Therefore a decreased thermal heat 
conductivity will reduce the ground heat loss during winter. Therefore the winter 
soil is expected to warn up wliereas in summer it is expected to cool down due to 
reduction in soil thermal heat conduct,ivit>y. 
The HIRHAM4 prescribes tlie soil thermal conductivity and volumetric heat 
capacity (Figure 4.9) vertically ho~nogenous and does not take into account the 
latent heat of soil inoisture freezing aiid thawing. So for the HIRHAM4, the Fourier's 
heat conduction equatioii takes the final form 
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The HIR.1-$AM4 does not t,a,ke into account the seasonal change in thermal heat 
conductivit,y and volumetric lieat capacit,y. In reality hcat conductivity depencls 011 
soil moist.ure and t,he physical state of soil moisture. The volumetric soil moist,ure 
content and tlie volumetric ice content change with seasons. 
Considering these drawbacks, t,he soil thermal heat conductivity is sharplY re- 
ducecl to L of its present, value. For tliis experiment, the change in soil t,eniperat.ure 
1 3 7  magnitude was more important than the choice of real thermal heat, conductiv- 
ity. Tlie H1121-lAM4 simulations are performed for 5 years (1979 - 1983) wit,h 1 soil 
t,liermal heat conduct,ivity. Hereafter this simulation will be referred as conductivity 
sensit,ivit,y simulation. 
Heat conductivity Heot capacity (*E+06) 
Figure 4.9: HIRHAM4 soil heat capacity (in J m 3  K 1 )  and heat conduct,ivity (in 
W m-I K-'1). 
Figure 4.10 shows the conduct,ivity sensitivity minus control suniiner (JJA) and 
winter (DJF) mont,lily mean first soil layer (3.25 cm) temperature and the ground 
heat flux, averaged over 5 years. During winter, most of the land a,reas have been 
cooled down by a maximum of 3 'C. During summer, a small part of Nortli Canada 
a,nd Siberia. have been warrned up by a maxi~num of 1 'C, but the remaining land 
parts show cooling of a maximuni 1 'C. This magnitude of soil temperature cha.nge 
in winter due to a drastic reduction in the soil heat conductivity is not comparable 
t,o t,he winter niodel bias. Though the winter ground heat, loss has been decreased 
everywhere in the domain, the first soil layer does not show warming. Sinilarly, the 
reduction in summer ground lieat gain does not have cooling effect everywhere in the 
domain. The surface cooling due to LW radiation loss during winter is compensated 
by the downward turbulent heat flux and the conductive ground heat flux froni the 
deeper soil layers. The winter reduction in gound  heat loss due to decreased soll 
heat conductivity has cooled down the surface temperature arid event~ually the upper 
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Figure 4.10: The conductivity sensitivity run mznus control HIRHAM4, summer 
(JJA) and winter (DJF) monthly mean net ground heat flux (in W m-') and the first 
soil layer (3.25 cm. depth) temperature (in 'C), averaged over 5 years(1979-1983). The 
positive values represent the increase and negative values represent the decrease in the 
variables during sensitivity experiment. 
soil layer. Since the HIRHAM4 soil thermal inertia is sniall (due t.o the absence of 
moisture freezing process) and the amount of snow over ground is also sn~all ,  the 
upper soil layer has been reached quickly very close to the cold surface t.emperature. 
The doniain averaged (excluding 10 grid points at  the boundary, ocean and 
glacier pa,rt) net ground heat flux is shown in Figure 4.11. The magnitude of net 
ground heat flux is reduced in bot11 winter and summer seasons. The reduction of 
tlie soil thermal heat conductivity lias reduced the winter heat loss by tlle ground 
to the atmosphere by about 5 W m 2 .  However, the decrease in sunimer heat gain 
by the ground is larger than the decrease in winter heat. loss. Figure 4.12 sliows the 
domain averaged nionthly cliinatology niean conductivity sensitivity minus control 
vertical soil temperature profile. At below 75 cm depth, the winter warming and 
sumnier cooling of soil temperatures are very clear. The deeper soil layers have 
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Figure 4.11: Land area averaged (excluding 10 grid points at thc boundary and 
glacier part) ground net heat finx in W m 2 .  The positive and negative values repre- 
sent the gain and loss of soil heat flux respectively. 
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Figure 4.12: The monthly climatology mean (1979-83) land area averaged (excluding 
10 grid points at the boundary and glacier part) Conductivity sensitivity run mmus 
control HIRHAM4 vertical soil temperature profile in OC 
been warined up by a inaximuin of 3 'C during winter, whereas during suininer t.he 
same have been cooled down by a. maximuin of 6 'C. The sununer cooling is about 2 
tiines stronger than the winter warining and this is mainly due to the  large summer 
net surface SW radiation. 
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4.4 Snow density 
Fresh or new snow is lighter m d  conta,ins a la,rge ainount of air within the siiow pack. 
Due to  the presence of large amount of air within tlie fresh Snow pack, the snow 
thermal heat conductivity is less as compared to the old packed snow. The thermal 
conductivity of snow varies froin 0.02 to l . O W i i ~ - ~  K-I (Sturm et al. ,  1997). The 
ainount of snow also influences the soil temperature evolution. Thicker snow during 
winter keeps the soil isolated from the cold air and lience warms up the soil. Too 
early or late autuinn snowfall can make a big differeiice in soil teinperature (Lzng 
und Zh,ang, 2003). 
The Snow density varies much from place to place and depends on the age of Snow 
but the HIRHAM4 uses a fixed Snow density ( p  = 300 kg m 3 ) .  Iii the Canadian Arc- 
tic t,he snow density ranges from about, 125 to 500kg m 3  (http://www.socc.ca/nsisw/ 
atlas/index.cfm). Snow density directly does not effect the niodel soil temperature. 
It is used to calculate the snow depth only, since the model produces the snow water 
equivalent. If the model snow depth is increased, there should be a warming effect 
in soil during winter. 
DJF Apr i l  
Figure 4.13: Increase in Snow depth in cm, due to a decrease in Snow density in 
the model. The left and right panels are the October and April monthly climatology 
mean (1979-1983) increased snow depth respectively. The rniddle panel is the winter 
(DJF) averaged increase in snow depth. 
To iinply this idea,, tlie model snow density has been reduced froin fixed 300 kg m-3 
to 100 kg m 3 .  Tl~ough the snow deptli will increase due to the decreased snow den- 
sity, it will not alter the thermal properties (thermal heat conductivity, volumetric 
heat capacity) of snow. In the beginning of winter or in the late 8utuinn, the snow 
reinains light and less conductive and the deficiency of Snow in the niodel can be 
reduced by decreasing the Snow density. Since the thermal properties of Snow re- 
inain unclianged, it is expected that the temperature gradient between Snow surface 
and the land-surface will decrease. The increased snow deptli will decrease the heat 
flux through it and lience the teinperature at  tlie bottoin of Snow layer will increase. 
Therefore the soil will not loose sensible heat rapidly to the colder atniosphere. 
HIRHAM4 simulat,ion is perforined for 5 years(1979 - 1983) using the changed 
snow density setup. Hereafter this simulation will be referred as the snow density 
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Snow density sensitivity - Control HIRHAM4 
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Figure 4.14: The snow density sensitivit,y run minus control HIRHAM4, summer 
(JJA) and winter (DJF) mont,hly mean, meraged over 5 years(1979-1983) 2 m  air 
temperature a,nd first soil layer (3.25cm depth) tempera1,ure in0(>. Positive values 
represent warming of soil due t o  the increase in snow depth. Whereas negat,ive values 
show cooling of soil. 
sensit,ivit.y. Figure 4.13 shows the distribution of increased snow dept,h in centimeter. 
during t,he months Oct,ober, April and the winter months (DJF) average. The change 
in snow density has increased t,he model snow dept,h by about 10 to 100cm,. The 
regions with large model winter precipitation show the largest increase in snow 
depth. In the West Russia,, Scandinavia, Nort,h Canada and part of Alaska, the 
snow depth increase 11as maxin~uin value, whereas in t,he low winter precipitation 
region e.g. East Siberia, the increase in snow depth has a minin~um value. Figure 
4.14 s11ows the snow density sensitivity minus control winter (DJF) and summer 
(JJA) monthly niean first soil layer teinperatures, averaged over 5 years. Due to 
the increase in snow depth, there is a cooling in most of t8he land parts during 
winter. During summer, the changes show mixed beliavior, including bot11 cooling 
and warming. During summer, the model does not have snow over ground except, in 
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the niountain regions. A change in ground hea,t flux during winter is influencing the  
soil temperature during summer. This behavior is clearly due to the non-linearity 
in the system. The magnitude of winter soil cooling is up to a maximuin of 2OC. 
During summer, the soil warrning is maxiinum up to 1 'C. Large insulation by Snow 
could not change the soil temperature, probably because of the small temperature 
gradient between air and the first soil layer. The difference between 2 meter air and 
first layer soil temperature was maximum up to 1 Â¡C During winter, increase in 
snow depth has decreased the ground heat loss by a maximum of 5 W i n 2  as shown 
in Figure 4.15. The decrease in heat loss by the ground surface can warm up the 
soil, but the opposite is seen in the first soil layer. 
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Figure 4.15: Land area averaged (excluding 10 grid points at the boundary and 
glacier part) ground net heat flux. The positive and negative values represent the 
gain and loss of soil heat flux respectively. Increase in snow depth decreases soil heat 
loss during winter by an average of about 2 W m-'. 
However the domain averaged soil temperature (Figure 4.16) shows that, there 
are warming a,nd cooling in the deeper soil layers during winter and summer respec- 
tively. Very similar seasonal changes in the vertical soil temperature profile like in 
the conductivity sensitivity experiments are seen. The summer cooling is attributed 
to the increase in Snow depth during normal Snow melt time (spring). The net 
ground heat flux (which is positive at that time) has been decreased due to the 
increase snow insulation. The winter warming in the deeper soil layers is due to a 
reduction in heat loss by the ground. Tlie ground heat loss has been reduced by 
the increased snow insula,tion. The changes in the upper soil layers are small. This 
may be due to the combined result of inappropriate soil thermal property and the 
absence of seasonal freezing and thawing processes. 
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Figure 4.16: The monthly climatology mean (1979-83) land area averaged (excluding 
10 grid points at the boundary and the glacier part) snow density sensitivity run - 
control HIRIIAM4 vertical soil temperature profile in OC. 
4.5 Snow albedo 
11, was shown in section 3.7 t,liat, during spring time the model ~nderestimat~es 
the surface albedo in most of the land areas. Box und Rinke (2003) showed that 
HIRHAM4 underestin~ates the surface albedo of Greenla,nd ice sheet. K~ltzow and 
East.u~ood (2003) have sllown that HIRHAM4 largely underestimates the surface 
albedo in non-forested areas but has a good agreement for forested areas with 
AVHRR, data. Also low albedo in the model during spring time could enha,nce 
tlie snow inelt and hence the 2 m air teniperat,ure. Additionally, a,n underestimation 
of snow albedo at tlie beginning of winter can lead t,o a overestimation of surface 
net heat flux. A polynon~ial teinperature dependent sclieme, suggested by Roesch 
(2000) was found to be good for non-forested areas. Roesch (2000) suggested tlie 
fdlowing t,eniperat,ure dependency for the surface albedo over ba,re land 
wliere 
~ 1  = -0.07582627. 
~2 = -5.5360168 X I O - ~ ,  
as = -5.2966269 X 10V5, 
0 4  = 4.2372742 X 1oV6, 
Ts = surface teinperature in 'C 
and 
a = 0.8 Ts 5 -lOÂ°C 
= 0 . 5  Ts>OOC.  
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Figure 4.17: Surface albedo in control HIRHAM4 and new snow albedo scheme run 
minus control HIRHAM4 albedo. 
The original HIRHAM4 albedo for the forested areas and the polynomial ap- 
proacli suggested by Roesch (2000) for the non-forested areas are adapted into tlie 
model. Using this changed surface albedo parameteri~~tions,  a 5 yea.rs HIRHAM4 
simulation has been performed. Hereafter this simulation will be referred as snow 
albedo sensitivity. Figure 4.17 shows the moiithly clin~atology inean (1979-83) con- 
trol HIRHAM4 albedo for t,he months April. May arid June and the differeiices 
between tJhe albedo sensit,ivity and the control siinulations. In t,he model validation 
(in section 3.7) it was shown that, the model underestimates (by a inaximum of 
50%) surface albedo at the coast of Siberia. Nortli Canada and Alaska during the 
months April through June. The new snow albedo scheme lias increased the surface 
albedo during the months April through June by a maximum of 0.12. Therefore the 
Snow albedo sensitivit,y run has improved the surface albedo. 
Tlie model overestin~ates the summer observed 2 m air temperature a t  the coast 
of Siberia, North Canada and Alaska (Figure 3.4). The snow albedo sensitivity ruii 
has decreased the summer 2 m a,ir temperature by a maximum of 2'C at the coast 
of North Canada and partly a t  t,he coast of Siberia (Figure 4.18). Therefore, the 
summer 2 m air temperature has also improved in tlie snow albedo sensitivity run. 
The first soil layer temperature shows a minor warniing and cooling of up to 1 'C 
in the snow albedo sensitivity run compared to tlie control HIRHAM4. 
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Snow albedo sensitivity - Control HIRHAM4 
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Figure 4.18: New albedo run minus control HIR.HAM4 summer (JJA) and winter 
(DJF) monthly mean, averaged over 5 years(1979-1983) 2m air t.emperature and first 
soil layer (3.25 cm, depth)  temperature in 'C. Positive values indicate the warming of 
soil in sensitivity experiment, whereas negative values represent the cooling of soil. 
4.6 Summary 
In all sen~itivit~y experiments, the lnagnit,u.de of soil tempemture change was within 
h6'C. The cha,nge in one model paraineter was not able to iinprove the winter 
soil temperature and t,o reduce the cold winter bias wllicll is up to 15 to 20 'C 
colder than tjhe observations. The revised stability function under stable condit,ion 
increased the downwa,rd sensible 11ea.t flux and a warining in the winter soil was 
detected. The domain averaged warming in the winter soil was by a inaximum of 
0.5 'C. This increased sensible heat fiux has increased the surface temperature and 
the increase in surface temperature has increased tlie long wave (LW) cooling. The 
suni of these above changed fluxes was not positive everywhere. The latent heat 
and the short w8ve (SW) radiation fluxes seem to be not so important in planetary 
boundary layer sensitivity experiinent. 
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A decrease in soil thermal conductivity was able to decrease the ground heat 
loss to the atmosphere during winter by 6 W m 2 .  During summer tlie ground heat 
gain decreased by a n~aximuin of 6 W m 2 ,  Warming and cooling signals due to the 
gain and loss of ground heat flux during winter and summer respectively were found 
in the deeper layers. The upper soil layer's thermal inertia seems to be small and 
therefore it was able t,o reacli very quickly close to the near surface air temperature. 
During the snow density sensitivity run, the soil temperature behaved in a same 
way as in the conductivity sensitivity experiment. Tliis sensitivity experirnent in- 
creased the soil teinperatue at the deeper layer by 1 ' C  during winter whereas during 
summer a decrease of n~axiniun~ 6 'C was found at the same depth. 
Tlie new snow albedo scheine was able to increase tlie surface albedo during the 
months April, May and Jun by a maximum of 0.12, which was underestimated by 
the model by a niaximum of 0.5. Though the increase in surface albedo due to 
tlie new snow albedo scheine was small compared to the model bias, it was able to 
decrease the sunimer inodel bias in 2m air temperature by a maximum of 1.5 OC 
in soine places. The effects 011 the soil temperature due to the new snow albedo 
schen~e were not so large but the improvement in surface albedo and suniiner 2 m 
air teniperature was in t,he riglit direction. 
The mean sea level pressure was very sensitive to tlie change in model pararne- 
ters. Tlie influences 011 mean sea level pressure over land surface were not high. A 
changes in mean sea level pressure in the order of Â± hPa compared to the control 
HIRHAM4 simulation were found in all sensitivity experiments. A srnall cliange in 
t,he surface net heat flux due to the model parameter change caused atniospheric 
stability change. The change in the atmospheric stability caused the change in the 
vertical mixing of heat and niomentum and hence a change in atmospheric circula- 
tion. Therefore a change in mean sea level pressure during the sensitivity experiment 
compared to the control was expected. All sensitivity experiments failed to reduce 
the cold winter bias in soil temperature. Therefore, in the next step an advanced 
land surface model has been applied in the HIRHAM4 domain. The land surface 
model description and model results are described in the following chapter. 
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5 NCAR L S M  (version 1.0) Land 
Surface Processes & results 
5.1 Introduction 
The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Land Surface Model (LSM 
version 1.0)) developed by Bonan (1996a,) is used here to siniulate t>he soil pro- 
cesses in the current. HIR.HAM4 niodel domain. The land surface inodel is a one- 
climeusional model of energy, momentum, water and COa excha,nge between the 
atinosphere and the land. In contrast t,o HIRHAM4, LSM calcula,tes soil inoisture 
for cach soil layers and ta.kes int,o account the soll inoist,ure freezing and thawing. 
Addit,ionally wet,lands are represented in LSM, which are iinportant for the Arctic 
cliniate 3nd not t-reated explicitly in HIRHAM4. Though the LSM's soil textures are 
assuined vertically uniform, t.he soil thermal properties (i.e. heat capacity and 
co~~duct~ivity) are now variable according t,o it,s moisture content, texture and the 
physical state of the moist,ure. In a first st,ep, atmospheric variables from HIRHAM4 
are used to drive t,he LSM in each time step (30 minutes) and a 15 yeurs simulat,ion 
(1979 - 1993) has been perfornied with this sta,nd aLoixe setup. The required LSM 
input variables for each grid box are listed in the Table 5.1. 
5.2 Model description 
The land surface model uses complex and sophist,ica,ted vegetation a,nd soil scheines. 
Plants are characterized by 12 types, depending on leaf and stem areas; root profile, 
height, leaf diniension, optical properties, stomatal physiology, roughness length, 
displaceinent height and bioinass. There are 28 types of land cover (veget,ation, 
glacier, desert, wetland) and each of them is described as a combination of maxi- 
muin 3 plant types. The inodel soil colors are divided into 9 classes and each of 
these classes prescribes dry and saturat,ed soil albedos for visible a,nd near infrared 
bands. Each grid box in the domain prescribes fraction of wetland, fract,ion of lake, 
soil texture (percentage of sand, clay, silt) and land cover type. The seasonal vari- 
ations of 1ea.f and stem area, optical properties of plant types, snow and water are 
prescribed. 
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Variable name 
reference height, 
temperature at reference height 
zonal wind reference heiglit 
meridional wind at reference height 
specific liumidity at reference height 




partial pressure 0 2  at  reference height (0.209) 
partial pressure COa at reference height (355 X 10-~)  
incident direct beam solar radktion < 0.7pm SW Jtis 
incident direct beam solar radiation > 0 . 7 m  SW JKiy 
incident diffuse solar radiation < 0 . 7 ~  SW ,Lvi8 
incident. diffuse solar radiation 2 0.7pm SW LniT 




m s *  













Table 5.1: The atmospheric input variables to the LSM 
Soil temperature 
The model soil column of total depth 6.3 meter is divided into six layers with a 
thickness of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6 and 3,2 meter (shown in the Figure 5.1). The 
thermal properties of the soil are defined at the center of each soil layer. The heat 
conduct,ion equation is solved using the Crank-Nicholson n~et~hod. The boundary 
conditions of lower and upper soil layers are the same as in tlie HIRHAM4, i.e. zero 
heat flux at the bottoin of deepest soil layer and a net atmospheric heat fiux at tlie 
top of first soil layer. 
The soil heat capacity and lieat conductivity at each soil layer are calculated 
in each time step. During the phase transition of soil moisture, the latent heat of 
freezing/tliawing is added to the heat capacity. Phase transition is assumed to take 
place within Tc ?C 0.5K (Lunardznz, 1981): where Tf - 273.16K. So t.he soil heat 
capacity for the ith layer is 
G ~ L  for Ti > Tf + AT 
G =  {?+& forTf - A T < T i < T f + A T  
for Ti < Tr - AT , 
where AT  = 0.5 K,  cf and cu are frozen and unfrozen volumetric heat capacity 
respectively. Volunietric latent heat for the i^ layer is given by 
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Figure 5.1: Schcmatic diagram of LSM soil layers and soil profile Temperature 
T,, heat capacity C,. and conductivity & are defined at the center of each layer with 
thickness Az, 
where Wi is tjhe voluinetric water cont,ent of i^  soil layer, h.fus is the latent heat, 
of Fusion of wat.er and pw is the density of water. The frozen &iid unfrozen soil heat 
capacities depend 011 the soil water content and are expressed as 
cÃ£ = (1 - WSat)cs + c w W  and 
Cf = (1 - Wsat)cs + CIIVi, 
where G, (4.188 X 10' J 111-~ K-I) and C I  (4.188 X 10' J mp3 K-I ) are tlie volumetric 
heat capa,city of water and ice respectively, C, is the heat capacity of soil solids and 
Kat is the saturation volumetric water content. For glacier arid wetland, Wi = 
Wsat = 1) so that C,,, = C,,, and C, = CI. Frozen and unfrozen thermal conductivity 
are parameterized using soil texture and soil moisture. For the teniperature range 
Tf 5 0.5 K,  blending of frozen and unfrozen thermal conductivit,y as reconimended 
by Lunardinz (1981) is used 
for Ti > Tf + A T  
+ (T. - T, + AT) for T, - AT T, T, + AT 
for Ti < Tf - A T  . 
with A T  = 0.5K. The frmen kf and unfrozen ku thermal c~nduct~ivities are 
calculated from Faroukz (198 1) 
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where k.i (0.6 W ni-I Kpl) and kv, (2.2 W mpl K-l) are the thermal conductivity 
of ice and water respectively, k, is the tl~erinal conductivity of solid soil. For glaciers 
and wetland, W, =- Wsat = 1, therefore ku = kW and kf == k l .  The heat capacity and 
thermal conductivity of solid soil depend on the soil textures only. 
In the presence of snow over ground surface, the LSM does not calculate heat 
flux through snow independe~it~ly like in the HIRHAM4 but the thermal properties 
of first soil layer are blended with the snow thermal properties to create a snow-soil 
layer. The thermal conductivity and heat capacity of this snow-soil layer a,re given 
by 
where Sn is the snow depth, ksn (0.34 Win-I) and ki(i  = 1) are the heat con- 
ductivity of Snow and first soil layer respectively, csn ( 0 . 5 2 5 ~  IOGJ m 3  K 1 )  and 
C& = 1) are the heat capacity of snow and first soil layer respectively. 
5.4 Soil hydrology 
The volumetric soil moisture is described at  each of the LSM soil layers. The 
LSM para~net~erizes interception, tliroughfall, snow accumulation, infiltration, sur- 
face runoff, subsurface drainage and redistribution of moisture within the soil col- 
umn. For the non.-irrigated soil, the water budget equation is 
canopy water , 
snow water equivalent, 
total soil water content, 




surface runoff and 
sub-surface drainage. 
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Here, all fluxes directed upwards (in the direction away from tfhe Eart,l1's center) 
a,rc considered positive (it is just opposite as in HIRHAM4 where all fluxes directcd 
t.owa,rds the Ea,rth's centfer a,re positive). The canopy water is a mass balance deter- 
inined by gain from interception (intercepted precipitation by leaf and steam), dew 
ancl loss frons evaporation. After ii~terception, precipitation falls t,o the ground as 
rain if teile atrnospheric temperature Tatm > 2.2OC or as snow if Tnim < 2.2 Â¡C The 
Snow mass bala,~~ce is determined by the flux of snow at the surface, surface dew and 
losses froin snow inelt and sublimation. A fixed snow density (psn = 250 kg ~ n , ~ )  is 
used to caiculate t,he snow depth and if the snow depth Sn > 5 cm, then ground is 
100% covered by the snow. Ground evaporat,ion is partitioned into soil evaporation 
and surface dew. Vegct,at,ion evaporation is pa,rtitioned into canopy cvaporation, 
transpiration and ca,i~opy dew. Water at  the ground surface either Infiltrates into 
the soil or losses as surface runoff depending on water content wit81iin the first soil 
layer relative to the saturation level. 
5.4.1 Soil water 
Soil watjer is calculated from t-he conservation equatioii 
where 
W is the volumetric soil water contsent (111m3 n1m3) ,  
9% water flux into the soil (mni s l ) ,  
qo wat,er flux out of the soil (nxn s ' l ) ,  
e evapotranspiration from soil (mms-I), 
At time step in seconds. 
The vertical water flow in an unsa,tura,ted porous media is described by the 
Darcy's law 
where 
k hydraulic conductivity of soil and 
$ soil inatrix potential. 
The hydraulic c ~ n d u ~ t i v i t y  and soil matrix potential vary with soil moisture and 
soil texture based on work of Clapp und Hornberger (1978) and Cosby et al. (1984). 
The hydraulic conductivity and soil inat,rix potential for the ith layer are 
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where s; = &, ksat and tpsat are the soil hydraulic conductivity and niatrix 
potential respectively at saturation. ksat, ipsat and b are empirically related to %sand 
and %clay 
Setting c = 0 in equation 5.11 , = -(F), i.e, = -2 arid using 
equation 5.12 t,akes the form of Richards equation 
The upper and lower boundary conditions are the influx of water into soil ( q m f i )  
and the gravitaiional drainage (qdrm = k)  respectively. Using these two boundary 
conditions and including the evapotranspiration term, soil water is calculated for 
six layers. For irrigated crop, soil layers to a depth of 1 m are kept saturated during 
the growing season and the soil water is conserved only for non-irrigaked soils 
5.5 Stand alone LSM 
The main objective of this setup was to validate the LSM soil processes in the 
Arctic region, driven by validated HIRHAM4 atmospheric variables. A 15 yea,rs 
(1979-1993) LSM simulation was perforined by using arbitrary initializations of the 
soil va,riables ( sn,ow water equivalent, intercepted water, vegetation temperature, 
ground temperature: soil mozsture und sozl temperature). It was investigated (not 
shown here) that 10 years spin up time was enough for the LSM and also suggested 
by Dickinson et al. (1993). The last 5 years (1989-1993) monthly climatology mean 
January soil va,riables are used to initialized the LSM. Using this initialization an- 
other 15 years (1979-1993) simulation has been performed and analyzed. 
5.5.1 Surface and input data 
The LSM grid was exactly the same as for the HIRHAM4. At the center of each 
grid box, latitude and longitude were provided for caiculating solar zenith angle. 
Land Cover data (vegetation types) were from USGS (version 1.2). Sand, silt and 
clay data were from Webb et al. (1993) 1.0 Oby 1.0 Odata. Inland data were from 
Cogley (1991) 1.0 Oby 1.0 Odata for perennial freshwater lakes and swamps/marshes. 
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La.kes are assun~ed of 50m depth. Soil colors were taken from BATS T42 data  set, 
(Dickinson et al., 1993). 
Tlie LSM driving atmosplieric variables are list,ed in tlie Table 5.1. In tlie stan- 
clard HTRHAM4 version, t,he incident solar radiations are calculat,ed in two spectral 
bands (0.28 - 0.68 und 0.68 - 4.0p.m). However the HIRHAM4 final output of 
incident solar radiation is tlie sum of above t,wo coniponent,~. The incident solar 
radiation can be divided into direct and diffuse components. Tlie solar radiation 
that directly reaches to the Earth surface is called direct solar radiation and tlie 
radiation tliat scat,ters out, of direct beam ancl reaches to tlie Eartli surface is called 
diffuse short, wave radiation, A ratio of total incident diffuse solar radiation to  tkie 
t,otal incident solar radiation is called diffuse ratzo. For the clear sky conclition t,he 
diffuse ratio is inainly determined by the solar angle, since the effect of atmosplieric 
water vapor, aerosol are small. During noon, the clear sky diffuse ratio is about 
10 - 15% and increases to 100% before sunset,. The formula for the clear sky diffuse 
ratio given by Goudriaan (1977) is 
where /3 is t,lie solar angle in degree. Roesch (2000) found tliat t,he above forn~ula 
agrees quite well with tlie observations for solar angles above 10'. However for the 
cloudy sky tlie description of diffuse ratio is quite coniplex. Tlie following assump- 
tions are macle for calculating the diffuse ratio in the presence of cloud (personal 
comn~unication wit,li A. C. Roesch). 
Wlien tlie model grid box fractional cloud cover reaches 1.0' then tlie diffuse 
ratio is assumed to be 1. Otherwise for the solar angle greater than 5Oand for tlie 
fractional cloud cover, tlie diffuse ratio is 
where cf is the fractional cloud cover (0.0 < er < 1.0). Witliin tlie niodel the 
diffuse ratio is calculated and saved as an output. Using tliis diffuse ratio, tJhe 
incident solar radiation in two spectral bands (i.e. visible (0.28 - 0.68 um} and near 
infrared (0.68 - 4.0pm) ) are split into direct and diffuse components. 
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where I:", I:" are tlie incident diffuse and direct visible solar radiations re- 
spectively, I p ,  I:IR are the diffuse and direct near infrared sola,r radiations respec- 
tively and I p ,  I^^ a,re the tot,al visible and near infrared incident solar radiations 
respectively. 
5.6 Results and discussions 
As earlier done with HIRHAM4, the stand alone LSM soil temperatures are linearly 
interpolated to 10,20,40,80,160 and 320 cm depths. The monthly climatology mean 
winter (DJF) and sumnier (JJA) averaged soil temperatures 't 10cm depth for 
HIRHAM4, LSM and the differences among these two niodels are shown in Figure 
5.2. During wint,er, tlie large scale soil t,einperature patterns in the LSM are similar 
to the HIRHAM4 but the LSM shows a warming over tlie whole doma.in in the 
order of about 5 'C. In Scandinavia, West Siberia, part of North Canada, Alaska 
and Greenland, the LSM shows a warming, It has beeil shown in section 3.1 that ,  
tlie HIRHAM4 has a strong winter cold bias in the East Siberian part and now 
the LSM indicates a slight reduction of that cold bias. During surnrner, the large 
scale patt-erns have not changed in the LSM except a t  the wetland regions, where it 
sliows a. strong cooling compared to the HIRHAM4. Since LSM does treat wetlands 
expli~it~ly, these regions beconie colder during summer due t,o the release of latent, 
heat of moisture evaporation. Over Greenland, the LSM is wariner compared to the 
HIRHAM4 by about 4 'C. The prescribed thermal and optical properties of glaciers 
in tlie two models are different. These differences are the reason for the ten~perature 
difference bctween the two models over glaciers. 
The winter soil warming is partly attributed to the SWE increase in the LSM 
due to tlie different hydrology schemes. Figure 5.3 shows the winter (DJF) monthly 
climatology mean (1979-1993) LSM and HIRHAM4 snow water equivalent and their 
difference. The LSM maxin~uin and minimum SWE spatial patterns are similar to 
HIRHAM4, since LSM is driven by the HIR.HAM4 total ( large scale plus convective 
) precipitation. However, LSM lias more SWE in Scandinavia, West Russia, part of 
the Eastern Siberia and n ~ o u n t ~ i n  ranges of Alaska by about 5 cm. Tlie LSM soil 
teinperature sclienie is partly different from HIRHAM4 and may contribute to this 
warming. In the presence of snow, LSM blends the thermal properties of the first 
soil layer with the snow thermal properties. The latent heat of freezing/thawing 
is added to the heat capacity of soil. Therefore, the soil cooling during winter a t  
around 0 'C will be a very slow process depending on the soil inoisture content. A 
calculation shows that l g of soil with 20% moisture content will release heat energy 
of about 70 J due to the phase trmsition of soil moisture. Tliat amount of heat can 
warm up 1 g of rock by about 40 Â¡C The active soil layer with seasonal changes e.g. 
freezing during winter and t8hming during summer, has a big potential in terms of 
heat energy absorbed or released during tlie phase transition. 
The deeper LSM soil layers also show the winter warming in most land part 
compared to HIR,HAM4. Figure 5.4 shows the summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) 
monthly climatology mean LSM and HIRHAM4 soil temperatures and their differ- 
ences at  320 cm depth inÂ°C During winter, the LSM soil is warmer in most of the 
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Figure 5.2: 10 cm soil temperature in 'C. [a] is t,he stand alone LSM winter (DJF) 
monthly climatology mean (1979-1993); [b] is the same as [a] but for HIR,HAM4, [C] 
is the LSM run minus HIRHAM4 winter monthly climatology mean soil temperature. 
The lower panels i.e. [d], [e], [f] are same as in t.he upper panels but. for the summer 
(JJA) rnont,hs. 
Figure 5.3:  [a] is the winter (DJF) monthly climatology mean LSM snow wa,ter 
equivalent (SWE) in centimeter, [b] is the sa,me as in [a] but for HIRHAM4, [C] is the 
LSM run minus HIRHAM4 snow water equivalent. 
land parts compared to HIRHAM4 by about 10 'C and hence reducing the cold win- 
ter bias. However during summer it shows a mixed behavior, cooling and warming 
bot11 in the order of about 6 'C. The spatial warming pat,terns a t  320 cm depth a,re 
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Figure 5.4: 320 cm soil temperature in 'C, [a] is the stand alone LSM winter (D J F )  
monthly climatology mean (1979-1993). [b] is the samc as [a] but for HIRHAM4. [C] 
is the LSM run minus HIRHAM4 winter monthly climatology mean soil tempera- 
ture. The lower panels i.e. [d]. [e]. [f] are same as in the upper panels but for the 
summer (J JA) months. 
quit-e sin~ilar to  t,he patt,erns a t  10 cm, depth, but the iiiagnitude has been reduced 
a t  the deeper layer. Due to the t,ime lag between successive soil layer's heat flow, 
tlie deeper soil t,emperature ~naximuin and miniiiiuni will not coincide with the top 
soil layer. Therefore a t  320 cm dept,h. tlie winter and summer soll teinperatures 
may not represent the inininium and maximum values respectively. 
Figure 5.5 sliows the station averaged monthly climatology mean (1979-1990) soil 
teinperatures a t  5 different depths froni West Russian (WR,) sta,tion nieasuren~ents, 
HIRHAM4 simulation and stand alone LSM siniulation. Clearly, t,he LSM shows 
iinproveinent in tlie soil temperat,ure compared to  t8he HIRHAM4 during wint,er. At 
2 0 m ,  depth. the LSM soil has beeil warined up coinpared to  the HIRHAM4 by a 
maxiinum of 5 'C, whereas the sanie has been cooled down by a n~aximum of 5 'C 
during summer. The summer cooling in LSM soil is partly due t,o the latent heat 
of soil moisture thawing. Tlie HIRHAM4 soil can warm u p  iiiin~ediately after snow 
inelt and becomes wa,rmer but LSM needs extra heat energy t,o melt tlie frozen soil. 
However the HIR.HAM4 results are close to the observed summer soil tsemperature 
but it niay be due to  the wrong reasons. 
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320cm soil 
Figure 5.5: West Russian (WR) station averaged monthly climatology mean (1979- 
1990) soil temperat,ures in OC at 5 different depths. The solid lines are from observa- 
tions, archived from NSIDC. the dot-dashed lines are from stand alone LSM and t,he 
dashed lines are from HIRHAM4 
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Figure 5.6: West Russian (WRII) station averaged monthly climatology mean (1979- 
1993) 2m air and soil temperatures in 'C at 5 different depths. The solid lines are 
from observations, the dot-dashed lines are from stand alone LSM and the dashed 
lines are from HIRHAM4. 
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The West Russian (WRII) station averaged observed and the LSM sin~ula,ted 2 m 
air arid soil ten~peratures at  5 different depths are shown in Figure 5.6. Here the  
2m a,ir teinperature of LSM is very close to the observations. However the winter 
improvements and summer biases in t,he LSM soil teinperatures compared to these 
ol~servations a,re very sii1iila.r to the coinparison at West, Russian (WR) stations 
(Figure 5.5). The LSM lias reduced the winter cold bias compared to HIR.HAM4 
but still remains a winter cold bias of about 6OC compared to bot11 observed da ta  
sets (WR, WRII). 
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Figure 5.7: East Siberian (ES) stations averaged mont,hly climatology mean (1979- 
1993) 2m air and soil temperatures in 'C at, 5 different depths. The solid lines are from 
observations. the dot-dashed lines are from LSM and dashed lines are from HlRHAM4. 
The cloud radiative forcing is very important for the Arctic surface energy bud- 
get. It plays a role in t11e surface energy budget in two opposite ways: the cloud 
radiates LW back to tlie Earth surface and reflects SW back to the space. However 
there are large differences in the cloud parametrization among different GCMs (Tao 
et al., 1996; Chen et al., 1995). An increase in the net surface radiative flux niay 
reduce the present LSM soll temperature bias. It has been shown in section 3.1, 
that HIRHAM4 has large SWE deficiency everywhere in the domain. Tlierefore an 
increased snow depth (due to increased precipitation) also could increase the winter 
soil temperature. 
The LSM soil temperatures were also compared with the East Siberian (ES) ob- 
served data set and are shown in Figure 5.7. An average over all31 stations monthly 
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climatology niean for tlie years 1979-1993 is usecl here. The LSM 2777, air tempera- 
ture has a good agreement with this observations. It, has especially improved during 
suinmer compared to HIR.HAM4. The soil temperatures during summer a t  20. 40, 
80 and 160 crn clepth have been improved considerably comparcd to the HIRHAM4 
~imulat~ion and the values are very close to the observations. The winter soil tem- 
perature simulat,ions are slightly iinproved compared t,o HIRHAM4. It has beeil 
shown in the section 3.1 that in Siberia, HIRHAM4 largely undere~t~iniates winter 
precipitation everywhere and summer precipitation except at  the mountain ranges. 
Thereforc tihc lack of soil inoisturc and snow over ground also inay accelerate the 
wint.er soil cooling. The snow water equivalent for t,hese stations are compared 
with HlRI-1AM4 in sect,ion 3.6 and showed large diflerences. The HIRHAM4 un- 
derest,iii~at,es SWE by about 6 c : i n , ~ n o n t h ~  duriiig winter i ~ ~ o n t ~ l ~ s .  The LSM shows 
slight,ly higher SWE (Figure 5.8) compared t,o the HIIiIIAM4 rum, due t,o different. 
hydrological schemes. 
HIRHAM4 Observat ions 
. . . -  S t d .  LSM 
Figure 5.8: East Siberian (ES) stations averaged snow water equivalent (SWE) in 
cm The solid lines are from observations, the dot-dashed lines are from LSM and 
dashed lines are from HIRHAM4 
The domain averaged (except 10 grid points at  the boundary, glacier part) 
iiiontlily climatology mean vertical soil temperatures from stand alone LSM, HIRHAM4 
ancl tlie difference between these two models are shown in Figure 5.9. The stand 
alone version of LSM sliows a seasonal cycle in soil t,emperat,ure which is very simi- 
lar to the HIRHAM4. The LSM soil is warmer t9han the HIRHAM4 b y  a maximum 
of 3 'C during winter, whereas the Same is colder by a maximun~ of 4OC during 
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Figure 5.9: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) domain averaged (except 10 grid 
points a t  the boundary and glacier part) stand alone LSM run and HIRHAM4 vertical 
soil temperatures profile and their difference in 'C. 
summer. Winter soil warining in LSM st,arts froni September and stays warmer up 
to April. The thermal inertia of soil in LSM is supposed to be larger compared 
to HIRHAM4. Therefore the penetration depth of colder soil temperature during 
winter and warmer soil teinperature during summer have been reduced in LSM 
compared to HIR,HAM4. Tlie 0 OC temperature contour has a deeper extent in the 
HIRHAM4 compared to the LSM. S in~i l~r ly  during winter the -21 'C contour in the 
HIRHAM4 soil ha-s deeper extent compared to the LSM. 
The inonthly cliinatology mean volumetric soil moisture content (in mm3 mmp3) 
at t,he 6 LSM soil layers are shown in Figure 5.10. The volumetric moisture content, 
of l mm3 m m 3  indicates tlie saturation level. The glacier part and the wet-land 
regions are representing the regions with maximum moisture content. The West 
Russian (WR, WR.11) regions, where LSM showed large improvement in winter soil 
teniperature, contain large amount of soll inoisture. The East Siberia (ES) region 
has a relatively small amount of soil nioisture for the whole year. The first soil 
layer shows tliat it is dryer during summer compared to the winter. Also the first 
soil layer is dryer compared to t,he deeper soil layers. A large aniount of ground 
evaporation takes place during suinmer tlirough evapotranspiration by vegetation 
and by the direct evaporation from ground surface to the &mosphere. Therefore, 
the relatively dry first soil layer during summer seenis to be realistic. 
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Figure 5.10: Monthly clima,tology mean (1979-93) summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) 
averaged volumetric moisture content (in mn? nz177.~) of 6 soil layers in the stand 
alone LSM. Here Lev 1, .. . ,Lev 6 are indicating the soil layers 1, ..., 6 respectively. 
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5.7 Summary 
The new land surface niodel lias improved the winter soil teinperature everywliere 
in t,he domain compmed to the IiIRHAM4 and reduced the cold winter bias. At 
10 cm depth during winter, the LSM was warmer by a maximuin of 5 'C conipared 
t,o HIR.HAM4. At 320 cm deptli, the winter cooling reduced by a maximum of 10 Â¡C 
At the East Siberian (ES) stations, the LSM was not able to improve the winter 
cold bias in soil temperature. There was also an increase in SWE which is believed 
to be largely uiiderestiinated by the HIRHAM4. At the East Siberian (ES) stations, 
LSM soil teinperatures were very siniilar to the HIRHAM4. Tlie reasons, wliy LSM 
improved the winter soll te i i~per~ture  at tlie West Russian stations and not a t  the 
East Siberian stations can be summa.ries as following: 
1) During winter there was a relatively large a,mount of snow at West Russia,n 
stations compared t.o the East Siberian stations. Therefore tlie insulation by the 
snow during winter could prevent, the ground heat loss to  the colder atmosphere. 
Missing insulation of Snow is responsible for cold winter bias. 
2) There were a large ainount of soil moist~ure content a t  West Russiari stations 
compared t,o the East Siberian stat8ions. Since the HIRHAM4 does not have soil 
moisture freezing and thawing schemes, the soil becanie quickly colder during win- 
t.er. In LSM, around 0 'C the soil n~oisture was allowed to freeze first and only after 
that soil teniperature starts to fall down further. A similar process was involved 
during spring time, when soil starts to warm up and melting of soil moisture ta.kes 
place. Therefore, tlie heat release due to the soil moisture freezing process during 
wint,er was able to reduce t,he aniplitude of winter soil teinperature. 
Concluding, the soil processes in LSM are niore realistic compared to HIRHAM4 
soil processes. In the stand alone version of LSM, the model got tlie driving fields 
from the HIRHAM4 but the improved processes could not influence the HIRHAM4 
results. Improved land-surface processes in the HIRHAM4 may influence the HIRHAM4 
climate regionally and perhaps at the large scale. Also the feedback processes be- 
tween land-surface and the at,mosphere will be addressed in a. more realistic way. So 
we decided to couple t,he LSM witli the atmospheric model HIRHAM4 to iniprove 
tlie present interaction between the land-surface and the atniosphere. A detailed 
description of the LSM coupling witli HIRHAM4 will be given in the next chapter. 
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6 Coupling of HIRHAM4 & L S M  
6.1 Introduction 
The land-surface is known to 13e an iniportant part of t,he climate model. It controls 
t,he surface radi&ivc heat, buclgct, which partly depends 011 t.he optical properties 
of t,he land covcr (i.e. en~issivit~y, reflectivity). Partitioning of t,he surface ava,ilable 
energy into sensible a,nd lat,ent heat,, available water into evaporation &nd runoff 
are also performed by the land-surface. There exist nonlinear feedback processes 
between the land-surface and the atmosphere. Large scale or regional scale changes 
in t,he key la.nd-surface cl~a~ract,eristics (albedo, soil temperature, moist-ure etc.) can 
lead t.o a change in the regional or even large scale atmospheric part, of the cli- 
mate and vice versa. Figure 6.1 shows the complex nat.ure of positive and negative 
feeclback loops between different components of land and atmosphere. The land- 
surface characteristics like albedo and soil moisture a,re forniula.ted by very complex 
biological, chemical and physical processes of vegetation, soil type, snow and other 
components of t,he land-surface. Therefore, a two-way int,eraction betweeii a con- 
plex land surface model and an at,mospheric model will address the real feedback 
processes. The soil and vegetation scheme of the NCAR LSM should respond dif- 
ferent,ly compared to the current HIR,HAM4 soil a,nd vegetation sclienie under the 
sa,nle atmospheric forcing, L'ntil now we used a one-way coupling bet,ween the atmo- 
spheric model HIRHAM4 and the complex land-surfa,ce model LSM. In cach time 
step of LSM, it was forced by the HIRHAM4 output at,nlospheric variables but tshe 
output of LSM was not given back to the HIRHAM4. In this chapter, the interactive 
two-way coupling between HIRHAM4 and LSM is described. 
6.2 Coupling technique 
The strategy of the coupling was not to remove the land-surface processes completely 
in HIRHAM4 but to update some of the key surface variables in it by LSM out,put 
in each time step. The nmin objective was to reduce the cold biases in winter soil 
t-einperature using the advanced LSM soil scheme in a coupled way. In the coupled 
model, soil moisture, skin moisture, surface ten~peraturc and snow water equivalent, 
are updated in HIR.HAM4 by the LSM output in every time step. A schematic 
diagrani of this coupling is shown in Figure 6.2. The surface energy budget of the 
HIRHAM4 is expected to change due to the coupling with the LSM. An update of 
the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes in HIRHAM4 by LSM fluxes was avoided 
because this was the first step towards an adaption of the adva,nced soil-vegetation 
scheme into HIRHAM4 in a consistent way. The first priority was to  iinprove the soil 
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Figure 6.1: Feedback loop. Solid and dashed lines are describing positive and nega- 
tive feedbacks respectively. If the direction of change in output signal is the same as 
the direction of change in input signal, then the feedback is called positive. Otherwise 
it is called a negative feedback. 
temperature simulation without changing the PBL scheme and fluxes associated with 
it. Hereafter the model HIRHAM4 coupled with the NCAR LSM will be referred 
as HIR-LSM. 
The HIRHAM4 soil ~noist~ure calculation is based on a bucket model (DÃ¼menz 
an,d Todzni, 1992) and the available soil moisture controls the ground evaporation, 
which later is used for the cloud water formulation. On the other hand in LSM, the 
soil moisture is described at  each layer and the moisture Holding capacity of each 
layer is explicitly determined by the soil texture. In contrast to HIRHAM4, the LSM 
moisture infiltration is calculated in a realistic way. Each layer has its own hydraulic 
properties and the soil moisture infiltrates through the next deeper layer. Wet-lands 
are not treated explicitly in HIRHAM4 but are present in LSM with its saturation 
soil moisture level. Therefore the spatial distribution of the soil moisture was very 
different from HIRHAM4. The priority was set to force HIRHAM4 by a coinparable 
magnitude of LSM soil moisture. A sum of the first 3 LSM soil layer moisture 
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in Table 4.1 
(6 layers) including Simple Snow, soil temperature 
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solar radiation 3) Near infrared direct 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the coupling between the atmospheric model 
HIRHAM4 and the land surface model. Bold text within boxes ancl thick arrows 
indicate the present coupling. Thin text within boxes and thin arrows indicate possi- 
ble future coupling options. 
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content was found very close to the present HIRHAM4 soil moisture content. The 
domain average of HIRHAM4 soil water content was 17 to  19 cm through out the 
yea,r, wllereas for the first 3 and first. 4 LSM soil layers, the n~oisture content was 
19 to  22 c n ~  and 41 to 46 cm, respectively. The presence of wet-lands in the LSM 
showed a higher soil moisture content on the basis of the domain area a,verage A 
part of precipitation (rain or snow fall) is captured by the vegeta,tion depending 
011 the capacity of the skin reservoir and the rest of the precipitation falls on the 
ground surface. This skin reservoir also contributes to the land surface moisture 
evaporation and hence to the cloud water. 
Ground/snow surface temperature acts m an interface between the atmosphere 
and the land-surface. The existence of snow, the long wave upward radiation and 
t,he surface albedo parametrizat,ion depend on the surface t.emperature. The surface 
temperature is also closely connected to the vegetation and soil schemes. Since there 
is no description of moisture 't each soil layer in the HIRHAM4, it is difficult to 
calculate t,he active layer temperature in the Arctic. Melting or freezing of soil mois- 
ture accoui~t~s for a large part of surface heat budget during the seasonal transition 
period. Therefore, a large winter cold bias in the HIRHAM4 soil is expected. The 
amplitude of seasonal t,en~perature swing from positive to negative in the active layer 
or vice versa is l&rgely determined by the presence of nioisture in it.. An increme 
in soil moisture in the active layer of a region makes the layer relatively colder dur- 
ing summer and relatively warmer during winter. Therefore such a,n advanced soil 
scheine will also influence the temperature 011 its top of the surface, i.e. the surface 
temperature. 
The Snow amount deternunes the surface short wave radiation a,nd long wave 
radiation due to its high albedo and emissivity respectively. Thick snow over ground 
prevents the excess cooling of the soil to the colder atmosphere, which acts as a 
blanket over ground. The amount of snow does not only depend on tthe amount 
of winter precipitation but also on the vegetation type. For example, a region 
with Arctic shrub type of vegetation can have niore snow than t,he bare ground. 
HIRHAM4 underestimates snow in most of the Arctic region whereas LSM, driven 
by HIRHAM4 output (precipitation etc.) showed an increase in snow. Therefore 
the snow update in HIRHAM4 from LSM will improve the HIR-LSM snow albedo 
scherne. 
6.3 Results and discussions 
Figure 6.3 shows the HIR,-LSM minus HIRHAM4, monthly climatology mean of 
sunxner (JJA) and winter (DJF) averaged 2 m  air temperature. The influence of 
LSM is clearly Seen on the land parts of the HIR-LSM model. The ocean part,s 
show only minor change. During summer, the coastal part of East and West Russia 
have been cooled down in the HIR-LSM model compared to the HIRHAM4 by a 
inaximum of 5 Â¡C The other parts of the domain, except Greenland, show a mod- 
erate cooling of about 1 to 2 'C. Different ice thermal conductivity, emissivity and 
albedo schemes are used in HIRHAM4 and LSM (in HIRHAM4 ice thermal conduc- 
tivity h, = 2.508Wm-'K-I, volumetric heat capacity c, = 2.09 X 106 J I ~ - ~ K - ' ,  
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Figure 6.3: Monthly climatology (1979-1993) summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) av- 
eragecl HIR-LSM minus HIRHAM4 2m air temperature. Positive values indicate the 
warming in HIR-LSM model whereas negative values indicate the cooling in the HIR- 
LSM model. 
- emissi~it~y e - 0.996; in LSM k, = 2.2Win-I kkl, = 2.094 X 10' J ~ ~ I ^ K - ~ ,  e 
0.97). Also for glacier, the LSM albedo for clirect and diffuse solar radiation are 
fixed to 0.80 and 0.55 respectively, whereas for HIRHAM4, the albedo is a funct.ion 
of surface tempera.ture (section 2.3.5). As a coinbined effect of tlie above described 
differentes, t.he LSM air tempera,ture becaine warmer conipared to the HIRHAM4 
air t,emperat,ure over t,he Greenland area. 
It  has beeil sliown in the section 5.6 that during summer, the soil t,en~perature at 
10 cm depth was colcler in stand alone LSM compared to the HIRHAM4. Therefore 
in the HIR-LSM model, the 2m, air temperature has t,lie same t,rend as in the stand 
alone version of LSM. 
Tlie HIR-LSM model shows a winter warining of 1 to 2 'C in the pa,rtss of North 
Ca, i~ada West R,ussia and Scandinavia. A winter cooling of maximuni 4 'C can 
be seen over Alaska and East Siberia. Over Greenland, the warming is not very 
high compared t,o the suinmier time. During wii~t~er, the Arctic does not get much 
solar radiation and hence t1he albedo seenls not t,o be importa,nt in this season. 
But,, different albedo schemes might be largely responsible for the summer 2m. air 
temperature increase over Greenla,nd. The winter wa,rining signal in t,lie 2 m air 
temperature is not so strong as seen in tlie stand alone soil t e~nper~ ture .  This is 
probably because of the unchanged sensible, latent arid radiative heat flux schemes in 
the HIR-LSM inodel. However in the HIR-LSM model, the LSM surface t,esnperature 
and snow water equivalent influence the HIRHAM4 albedo and hence indirectly the 
solar net radiation at  tlie surface of tlie model HIR-LSM. 
Since t,he direct exchange of surface sensible and latent heat fluxes were not in- 
troducecl during the coupling, the soil is expected to evolve in a siinilar way as in the 
stand alone version of LSM. Figure 6.4 shows the monthly climatology mean summer 
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Figure 6.4: Monthly climatology (1979-1993) summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) av- 
eraged HTR-LSM minus HIRHAM4 10cm soil tempera,ture. Both HIRHAM4 and 
HIR-LSM soil te~nperatures are linearly interpolated to  10cm soil layer 
20cm soil 40cm soil 80cm soil 
X O c m  so;\  320crn soll 
NSIDC 
. . - . . - HIRHAM4 
, - -- -- . 
................. Std. LSM 
Figure 6.5: West Russian (IVR) stations averaged monthly climatology mean (1979- 
1990) soil temperature (in ' C )  a t  five different depths. 
and winter averaged HIR-LSM minus HIRHAM4 soil temperature a t  10 cm depth. 
Summer cooling in its land part (except Greenland) is mucli higlier in soil than in 
tlie air. In soine places during summer, the soil is colder in the HIR-LSM model 
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Figure 6.6: East Siberian (ES) stations averaged monthly climatology mean (1979- 
1993) 2m air and soil temperature (in 'C) at five different depths 
co i~ ip~red  to the HIR,HAM4 by more than 5 'C. In West Russia, Scandinavia, major 
part of Alaska aiid North Canada, the HIR,-LSM model shows a winter warming in 
tlie order of 6 OC at 10 cm depth soil compared to HIRHAM4 and reduces the cold 
winter bias. In tlie East Siberian part, tlie HIR-LSM inodel shows a inixed response 
of warining and cooling by a maximuin of & 2  'C compa,recl t,o tlie HIRHAM4. The 
HIR.-LSM model shows a overall cooling during both wint,er and summer seasons 
by a inaximuin of about 1 to 2OC compared to the stand alone LSM. Beside this 
cooling; the H1R.-LSM rnodel is however promising in soil t,emperat,ure simulation. 
T l ~ e  soil teinperatures at  West Russia.n (WR) stations, siinulated by the HIR- 
LSM model are very simila,r to the stand alone LSM simulation(Figure 5.5). Tlie 
HIR.-LSM inodel soil teinperatures during winter llave been improved inuch coiii- 
parcd to the HIRHAM4 simulation. Figure 6.5 shows the soil temperatures a t  t,lie 
West Russian (WR) stations froin observations and t,he model siinulat,ions (HIRHAM4, 
stand alone LSM and HIR-LSM n~odel ). At eacli of t,he five soil layers, the HIR- 
LSM model temperature profiles are very dose to tlie stand alone LSM. There is a 
maxiinuin of 2 'C cooling during bot11 Summer and winter seasons compared t,o the 
stand alone LSM simulation. Also for the East Siberian stations (Figure 6.6); tlle 
HIR-LSM inodel shows tliat the soil and air temperature profiles are very similar 
t,o the stand alone LSM simulation. Summer soil temperat,ures have been iinproved 
but the winter soil temperatures have not changed. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the summer and winter averaged monthly climatology mean 
(1979-1993), sensible and latent heat fluxes simulated by HIR-LSM, HIRHAM4 
and the differentes between both rnodels. In t,he HIR-LSM model wetland regions 
experience a stzrong increase in latent heat flux and a decrease in sensible heat flux 
during summer. Therefore an increase in convective cloud formation and hence an 
increase in small scale precipitation is seen during suminer (Figure 6.8). There is 
a decrease in summer precipitation by a maxiinuin of 30mmmoi7,th1 mainly over 
mountain regions. Land parts only experience a large summer precipitation deficit, 
which are very local in nature. During winter, the precipitation shows a change over 
the North Atlantic, North and North-east coastal part of Scandinavia by a maximum 
of 10m7n,mon,th1 ancl these regions get precipitation mainly due to the s torn~ track 
over the North Atlantic. A decrease in precipitation is direct,ly associated with the 
cloud formation and the net surface short wave, long wave radiations depend on the 
cloud Cover. Since the HIRHAM4 surface albedo does not depend on the inoisture 
level of soil explicitly, the surface albedo does not influence directly the sunxner 
net surface short wave radiation. Therefore a relatively dry soil (in reality dry soil 
albedo is larger than wet soil albedo), with decreased clouds gets more short wave 
radiation (Figure 6.9). On the ot,her hand, the downward long wave radiation has 
been decreased in inost of the regions due to decreased cloud. During winter the 
HIR-LSM model does not show a big change in ra,diative fluxes as in tlle sumnier. 
An increase in snow decreases the net surface solar radiation in Alaska, East Siberia 
(Figure 6.9,6.8). Therefore a reduction in the net short wave radiation and hence 
a reduction in surface temperature leads to the reduction in long wave radiation 
loss. During all sensitivity experiments, a change in the inea,n sea level pressure by 
more than 5 hPa have been found, but in the HIR-LSM model winter changes are 
by a maximum of 3 hPa, The summer changes are by a maximuin of 2 hPa. Over 
Greenland, a large pressure differente occurred due to the warmer LSM surface 
temperature over this region (Figure 6.3 ). 
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Figure 6.7: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) summer and winter averaged, 
surface latent heat flux (in W m 2 )  and surface sensible heat flux (in W mp2) from 
HIR-LSM and HIRHAM4 simulations and their differences 
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Figure 6.8: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) summcr and winter averaged, 
total precipitation (in mrnmonthl )  and mean sea level pressure (in hPa) from HIR- 
LSM and HIRHAM4 simulations and their differences. 
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Figure 6.9: Monthly climatology mean (1979-1993) summer and winter averaged, 
net surface long wave radiation (in W m 2 )  and net surface short wave radiation (in 
W m"') from HIR-LSM and HIRHAM4 simulations and thcir differentes 
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6.4 Summary 
A significant cliange in t,he surface energy buclget of t.he HIR-LSM model was found 
during summer season compared to T-IIRHAM4. During winter the 1-IIR-LSM moclel 
was not mucli cliflei-eilt from the cont,rol HIRHAM4. The nat,ure of feedback pro- 
cesses in t11c climat,e, partly shown in Figure 6.1 is very complex. A decrease or 
increase in soil ii~oist~ure at t,wo diffcrcnt places 11y the sanie ma~gnit.ud cloes not, 
necessarily mean the Same change in partit,ioning of lat,ent and sensible heat flux 
neither in net, surface long wave radiat,ion nor in short wave radiation. Apart, from 
available soil moist,ure. moisture flux from t,he land surface to the atmospl~erc de- 
pencls on various factors like land Cover, near surface relat,ive humidit,y, wind speecl. 
available energy etc. Also the Arctic soil moist.ure distribut~ion is not known accu- 
rately or not available dircctly by tlleir absolute values. 
p Khoseda  - .  - - - HIRHAM4 ( P e t r u n )  
Figure 6.10: Monthly mean soil temperature at 20 em depth frorn st,ations Petrun, 
Khoseda ancl t,he HlRHAM4 ~imulat~ion at Pet,run stat,ion in Â¡C The solid line is for 
soil temperat,ure at Petrun. clashed line is for Khoseda ancl the clot-dashcd line is for 
HIRHAM4 simulated soil temperature at, Petrun. 
Durii~g winter, the HTR-LSM model soil temperat,ures have been improved a t  
West Russian ~ t~a t ions  compared t.o HIRHAM4 and t,he colcl winter bias has been 
reduced. The st,ation averaged winter soil a.t West R,ussia is now warmer than t,he 
HIRHAM4 simulation by about 3-5 'C, At 10 cm, dept,h, the soil in West Russia, 
Alaska and Scanclina~via llas been warnled up by a o d e r  of 6 'C. There are still 
remains a. winter biases in tlie couplecl model soil temperature compared to the sta- 
tion nieasurei~~ents a t West R,ussia (WR) by about 7-10 Â¡C Tlie East Siberian (ES) 
st,ations do not show any improvement in wint,er soil t,emperature biases. During 
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Figure 6.11: Monthiy climatology mean (1979-1993) soil temperature at 20 cm depth 
in Â¡C The solid line is for soil ternperature at Petrun, short dashed line is for Khoseda. 
The dot-dashed anrl long dashcd liries are HIRHAM4 ~imulat~ecl soil tcrnperat.ure at 
station Petrun ancl Khoseda respe~t~ivcly. 
summer t 11e IIIR,-T,SM model soil tempcratures have beeil cooled down everywhere 
in tlie land areas and at West Russian (WR) st,ations, it is colder lhan the observa- 
tions by a niaxirnuni of 5 'C. IIowevcr the sumnier cooling has brought the HIR-LSYl 
moclel soil temperat~ure at East Siberian (ES) st.ations very dose to tlie ol~ser~at~ions.  
Tliere are also difIiculties in coiiiparingstat~ion dat,a with t,he niodel simulation 
of 50 X 50 km horizontal resolution. Witliin the 50 X 50 km area, a large variat,ions 
in soil t,emperature can not he mied out,. Figure 6.10 shows t l ~ e  monthly mean 
soil t,emperatures at 2 0 a n  clept,l~ froni two nearhy West Russian ~tat~ioiis, Petrun 
(60.49E, 66.26N) a,nd Khoseda (59.23E) 67.05N). The station Petrun has an altit,udc 
of 61-171 and situatcd ovear a flat forested tundra region. The station Kl~oseda has 
an altitucle of 84m and sit.uat,ecl over upper river terrace, which is also a tunclra 
region. Alt~hough thcse two stations are not far awy from each ot,liere, t,llere are large 
differentes bet,ween tllese two station's soil t,einperatures. At the st,ation Pet,run. 
wint,er soll is colder than at  the st>ation Khosecla in the order of 12 'C. Tllc sunimer 
differeiicp.~ are also of the o d e r  of 6 'C. The 111ontl11y climatology mean (1979-1993) 
of the two st,ations observed ancl HIRHAM4 simulated soil tempera.t,ures are shown 
in Figure 6.11. Here t,he two observations difl'er from each other by about 5 'C during 
bot,l~ summer and wint,er seasons. The HIRHAM4 simulation is very dose t,o the 
Petrun station during suminer~ but during winter, at  bot11 stations, t,he HIRHAM4 
soil is colcler tlian the observations by about 9 'C. 
More extensive monitoring of ground t,einperat,ures and active layer start,ed near 
t,he Canadian st,at,ion Baker Lake (90.05W. 64.18N) in t,he late 1990s. While t,he 
recorcl is sliort,, it includes a nice se11sitivit.y st3ucly. One of t.he four n~onitored sites 
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has art,ifidally tliick snow cover (dose to a fence). The effect (damping) OB ground 
temperat,ures was found in tlie order of 10 'C at  3 m. dept,li (Sinith et  al ... 2.001; Sm.zth, 
2003). 
As discussed before. the winter soil temperalure evolution lias been improvecl in 
ma,jor pari of tlie doma.in. In tlie next step tlie HIR-LSM model need to improve 
the winter precipitation. The winter precipitation in the HIR-LSM model is very 
similar t80 the HIRHAM4 a,nd it. has been sliown in the section 3.1 tliat tShe snow 
w&er equivaleiit in HIRHAM4 largelv underestimates the observat,ions. Therefore 
the HIR-LSM model need t,o increase tlie precipit,at,ion by improving tlie storni t.rack 
over Bast Siberia, cloud pa ramet r i~~ t ion  and by increasing tlie inodel horizont~al 
resolution. The increase in model horizontal resolution will enliance the orographic 
precipitat ion. 
However tliis was tlie first st~ep towards t,he coupling of t,he atmospheric iiiodel 
HIRHAM4 vvith the advanced NCAR land sui-face model. There are ot,licr options 
in future to couple tlie HIRHAM4 with LSM tlirough ot.11er variables inclicat,ed in 
Figure 6.2. Tlie couplecl iiiodel's performance in soil ternperature simulation was 
very similar to the st,and alone LSM. In future a furtlier improvement in t,he soil 
temperat,ure will involve the iniprovement in model precipitation ( both winter and  
summer) and a t.reat ment of a. more complex snow scl~eme. 
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Naiural climate variability along wit.13 the ant,hropogenic changes in 1.11~ climate 
syst,cm leads to the change in fut,ure states of the clii~iat~e. Deinographic, socio- 
economic and ihe technological devclopments contribute tjo the Greenilouse Gas 
(GI-IG) emissioii, aerosol aiid land usc changes. Scenarios are t,he plausible states 
of t,he future climate. based 011 the plausible clianges in the climat~e. It. does not 
mean t,ho probable future developincnt but a plausible development and to guide 
policy inakers as well as thc public. so t,lmt t,he decision and act,ion can be t,akeii. 
Four emission scenarios 11ased 011 t,he plausible future GHG emission, aerosol, land 
use changes with consist.ent, assumptions of future clemographic, socio-economic a,nd 
technological development,~ are prepared by a group of econoinists and social scientist 
in SRES ( IPCC Special Report, on Emission Scenario): 
(il I) a world of rapid economic growth and ra,pid in,trodu,&on o f n,eu arid 
more qfficient, technoloqy, 
(A2) a uer'y h,eterogeneous u~orld with a emphasis on  family valucs and 
local tmditionu, 
(Bl) a world of "dematerialization," and zntroductzon of clean techn,ologies 
and 
(B2) a, world with an emphasis on  local solution,~ to economic and envi- 
ron.men.tal susininabzlity. 
Global coupled Atmospl~ere-Ocean General Circulat.ion Models (AOGC-VIs), based 
on t , l ~  pl~ysical laws and nuincrical techniques are widely used for tlie c1imat.e sce- 
narios. Tlie third assessment report, prepared by t,he Iiitergovernment,al Panel 011 
Cliiiiat,e Change (IPCC) based 011 a set of AOGCM project,ions and providecl t,he 
following infor~nation. F'or the last three decades of the 2lSt century (2071-2100). 
a cliange of 3.0 'C (with a ra,nge of 1.3 to  4.5 'C l~et~ween t,he nine inodels used by 
IPCC) in globally averagecl surface air temperature relative t.o the period 1961-1990 
for t.he A2 scenario ancl 2.2 OC (with a range of 0.9 t,o 3.4 'C) for the B2 scenario have 
beeil simulat~ed. It is likely that, t,he land area will warm up inore rapiclly than tlie 
global average. particularly in t,he high lat,it,ude Nort,hern Heinisphere. A decrease 
in diurnal air temperat,ure range, wit,h night,-time low increase more t,han the day- 
time high is Seen in AOGCM scena.rios. In t,he Northern Heinisphere land areas, the 
claily variability of winter surface air t8einperature is decreased while the summer air 
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t,eniperat,ure variabilit,y is increased in manv AOGCMs. Tlie Nort,l~erii Hemispliere 
snow Cover and sea-ice ext.ent are projected t,o decrease ancl t,he glaciers and ice caps 
will coiitinue their retreat in t,he 2lSt ~ent~ury.  Mea.11 precipitat,ion is projectecl t,o 
increase and will likely increase the inter-annual variability. Extremes of precipita- 
tion are projected to increase more than t,he mean and the intensity of precipitation 
events is projected to increase. Frequency of extreme precipitation event,s are likely 
t,o increase in everywhere. Most of tlle AOGCMs show a weakening of Nort.licrn 
Hemisphere tliermolialine circulation, which contributes t.0 tlie reduction of surface 
warining in sub-Arctic Kort11 At,lantic (Houghton et d, 2001). 
The coarse liorizontal resolut,ions (300-500 km.) of the A0GCM"s are unablc t o  
provide regional cletails of possible fut.ure developments. Currei~t~ly. only very few 
high resolution est,imates for future climatfe cliange are available from RCM studies 
(Kiilsholm et al., 2003; Dom et al ... 2000). The dynamically down-scaled model 
HIRHAM4 providcs t,hc high resolution scena,rio for a choscn limitcd arca, licrc for 
the whole circumpolar Arct,ic. The la.rge scale atSmospheric pheiiomeiia enter into 
t,he moclel tjhrough bounclary relaxat,ion arid sniall scale Arctic processes are evolved 
according to the model physics a,nd dynamics with a liiglier horizontal re~olut~ion. 
For t8he current st,udy lateral and lower boundaries are from IPCC B2 scenario runs of 
tlie global coupled At,mospliere-Ocean model ECHO-G (ECHAM4/HOPE-G). Tlie 
ECHO-G modcl consists of the atmospheric GCM ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996) 
at  T30/L19 resolution (l~orizont~al grid point dist.aiice approximately 3.75 O and 19 
vert,ical levels) ancl the global version of the Hamburg Ocean Primitive Equat-ion 
GCM HOPE-G (Woiff et al., 1997), which incorporates a dyiiamic-thermodynamic 
sea-ice model wit,l~ Snow Cover, 
7.2 N A 0  regime and period selection 
Tlie Nortli At,lantic Oscillation (NAO) (Exn,er, 1913; Wa,Lker, 1924; van, Loon and 
Rogers, 1978) is olle of tlie niost prominent teleconnect~ion pat,tern in t,lx Nort,l~ern 
Hemisphere. MAO iiifluences t,he climat,e variability from eastern seaboard of t,he 
Jnit,ed Stat,es t,o Siberia ancl from tlie '4rct.i~ t,o tlie subtropical Atflanteic. Alt,hough 
this t,eleconiiection pattern persists tl~roughout t11e year, tShe amplit.ude is iargest, 
during wintjer (Decemher-March). The NA0 accounts for about, 37% of tahe i~iont~hly 
tiiiie series of December, January. February 500 1iPa lieight variabi1it.y over the 
Atlaiitic ( Wallace an,d Gutzler, 1981; Kushn,zr and Wallace, 1989; Wallace et al., 
1996) The streiigtli and the st.a,te of NA0 is defined by an inclex, called NA0 inclex, 
wliicli is calculated as tlie ano~nalous difference bet.weeii the Icelandic low ancl t.he 
subtropical high during tlie winter season (December through March). 
For tlie calculation of t,he NA0 index in this stucly. ECHO-G (IPCC B2 scenario 
for 1990-2100) 111 years monthly mean dat,a are used. According to Hurrell (1995); 
tShe NA0 inclex has beeil calculat,ed as t,he clifference between the iiormalized winter 
sea level pressure a~~io~iialies a t  Lisbon (38042'hi, 9O10'W), P~r t~uga l  ncl Stykk- 
isholmur (65 O 4 '  N, 22 '43' W), Iceland. The ECHO-G nearest grid points to these 
~ t~a t ions  are used here for tlie inclex calcula.tion. Figure 7.1 shows the ECHO-G 
based NA0 index for 111 years. A positive fut,ure t-rend of NA0 index onwa.rc1 2030 
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Table 7.1: The selected time slices foi thc HIRHAM4 and the couplecl model H1R- 
LSM sin~ulat,ions and the givcn naine of these sirnulat.ions 
Figure 7.1: Winter (DJFM) NA0 inclex based on the difference of ECHO-G (B2 
scenario) normalized sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies between nearest point of 
Lisbon. Port,ugal and Stykkisholmur, Iceland from 1990 through 2100. Thc average 
winier SLP anornaiy in each season and at both stations were normalized by the mean 
standard deviat,ion (1991-2100) of SLP. The bars are representing the N A 0  index for 
the corresponding years and the curve is a 3 years running mean of N A 0  indices. The 
shaded regions represent the selected positive and negative N A 0  time slices. 
is noticcable liere. Due to tlie limitcd coniput,er resource, the whole 11 1 years time 
period was not possible to down scale. Therefore two time slices of each 6 years 
cluration. during positive and negative NA0 were chosen. Tlie first t,iiiie slice was 
from 2024 to 2029 associatcd with a negative pliase of NA0 and the second time 
slice was froin 2037 to 2042 as~ociat~ed wit,h a positive NA0 phase. Using t,he same 
ECHO-G IPCC B2 scenario l ~ o u n d ~ r y  and initial forciiig, HIRHAM4 and HIR-LSM 
were simulat,ed for tliese two time slices. Tlie HIR-LSM niodel is used here to  realize 
the changes in future scena,rio due t,o tlie different, soil-vegetation scliemes. 'Not only 
tlie plausible GHG einission but also an improved understanding of tlie pliysical 
processes and tlieir iniplications into tlie iiumerical model niay i~sflnence tlie future 
climate estimates. As a reference climat,e, HIRHAM4 simulation of t,he time slice 
1990 to 1995 wit.11 EC130-G IPCC B2 scenario initial and lateral boundary forcing 
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is used. Hcreafter tlie HIRHAVI4 simulatioiis of posit,ive and negative NA0 tiine 
slices are refcrrcd as 11IR-NAO+ and HIR-NAO- respect,ively, while the 1990-1995 
HIRHAM4 ~imulat~ion is referred as HIFL90. Tlie HJR-LSM simulat,ions for positive 
and negat,ive ^ AO time slices are referrecl as HIRLSM.NAO+ and HIRLSM-YAO- 
respectively arid t,he 1990-1995 HIR-LSM simulatioi~ is referred as HIRLSM-90. 
7.3 Influences of land-surface scheme and N A 0  
phase On future climate 
Tlie consequences of XAO oii Nortliern Heinispliere climate are known from inany 
years. A posit,ive NA0 index means a stronger than usual subtropical high pressure 
center and a deeper than normal Icelandic low. An enlianced westerly flow across 
the Xorth At,lantic during winter inoves relatively warm and moist, maritime air 
over iiiucli of Europe and far downstreaiii &Cross Asia. while stronger northerlies 
over Greenlaiid and nort,h-eastern Canada carry cold air sout,liward and decrease 
the la~iicl surface t,emperat3ure and SST over t,he north-west Atlantic. The negative 
NA0 index means a wcak subtropical high and a weak lcelandic low. The reduced 
pressure gradient. causes a. wiiiter flow 011 a more west-east pathwa,y aand as a result 
warm wint,cr in tlie Mediterranean and cold wiiiter in t,lie Nortliern Europe, south- 
west part of Greenland and at, tlie east coast of tlie US. 
Figure 7.2 sliows tlie winter and summer averaged 2771, air t,emperatures from 
HIR.90, HIR-NAO'l-, HIRLSM-90 ancl HIRLSM_NAO+ simulations and the warm- 
ing/cooling signals in tlie future (2037-2042) witli respect to tlie present cliiiiat,e 
(1 990-1 995). The winter averaged spatial patterns of Im air t,emperat,ures sini- 
ulated by HIRHAM4 aiid HIR-LSM are very similar to eacli ot,lier in bot11 t,ime 
slices. Tlic coldest wint,er temperature persist,~ over central Arct,ic, East Siberia and 
centra,l part, of Greenland. A winter warining of iiiaxiiiium 10 OC over central Eura- 
sia,, West,ern Europe aud a cooling of maximuin 6 'C over East,em Alaska, Eastern 
Siberia are seen in HIR-NA04 simulation with respect to HIR-90 simulation. The 
HIRLSiVI-NAO+ simulation also sliows a warming over central Eurasia, West,ern Eu- 
rope and cooling over Eastern Alaska. East Siberia compared to the HIRLSM-90 
simulation. Tlie winter warming over central Eurasia and Western Europe are due 
to both, tlie increased greenhouse gas and tlie NA0 signal. Since tlie tzime slices 
1990-1995 and 2037-2042 are associat,ed with the negat,ive a.nd positive NA0 phases 
respectively, HIR_NAO^ minus HIR-90 or HIRLSM.NA04' m,inu,s HIRLSM-90 rep- 
resents t,he positive NA0 minus  negative NA0 signal. Tlierefore a winter warming 
over Western Europe and central Eurasia in the 2037-2042 tiine period compared to 
1990-1995 t,ime period is expected due to tlie NA0 sigial. Tlie iiicreasecl GHG will 
trap more out,going surface long wave radiations and lience it will also c~ntribut~e to 
the warmer climate. 
The sunuiier averaged spalial patt,erns of HIRHAM4 and 1IIR-LSM simulat,ions 
over tlie ocean a,re similar to eacli ot,her but over land, the HIR.HAM4 simulations 
are warmer than tlie I-IIR-LSM simulatioiis, During summer, tlie future (2037-2042) 
wa,rining and cooling signals with respect to the present (1990-1995) are not so strong 
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Figure 7.2: (a) Wint,er (DJF) arid summer (JJA) averaged 2m air tempcratures from 
HTR-90 (1990-9.5); HIR_XAO+ (2037-2042) simulations ancl the diferences between 
these t,wo simulations. (b) is similar t o  (a), but a simulation by the moclel HIR-LSM. 
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Figure 7.3: The 2 m  air t,emperature from ECHO-G IPCC B2 sceriario simulation. 
The left panel shows the wint,er (U.JF) averaged (2037-2042) m,in,us (1990-1995) air 
ternperaturc in  'C!. Tbc right pane! shows the t,emporal evolution of area avcraged 
('1 60% 120W, 50-90N) moan wintcr (DJF) 2 m air temperature in Â¡C 
as during the winter. Except, over Alaska, bot11 of the models show a warming over 
land during 2037-2042 t,ime slice compared t,o 1990-1995 time slice by a maximum 
of 4'C. 
In the IPCC B2 scenario, COa and CE4 gases are project.ed to increase largely 
in tSllis century and they are the ~na jo r  contribut,ors t,o tlle GHG global warming. 
Bot11 model simulat,ions show a wint,er cooling in Alaska and far-east. Siberia instead 
of warming everywhere in t.he domain during 2037-2042 cornpared t,o 1990-1995. 
This winter cooling ovcr Alaska and far-east Siberia in the 2 171. air t.emperatzure can 
be explained with the driving ECHO-G B2 sceiiario 2717 air teriiperat,ure. Figurc 
7.3 shows t,he winter averaged (2037-2042) minus (1990-1995) ECHO-G B2 scenario 
2117, air temperature. The Å¸CIIO- scenario does not show tlle warming in 2 177, 
air t e n ~ p e r a , k ~ e  everywhere in t,he doniain. There are also cooling over Alaska and 
far-east Siberia. Machenhauer et a,l. (1996) found that the large scale errors of 
driving model ECHAM4 are also present, in HIRHAM4 simulation. Here we see 
also the large scale s i p a l  of ECHO-G in the HIRHAM4 and HIR-LSM simulations. 
The temporal evolution of area averaged (over the cooling region 50-90 ON, 160 O E -  
120Â°W) winter snean 2 m air t,esnperature from ECHO-G B2 scenario ~imula~t~ion 
is shown in Figure 7.3. There is a very clear trend of warming from 2010 onward, 
but wit,l~ a large inter-anmial variabi1it.y. Therefore, an area average over short time 
periods (like our 6 year pcriods 1990-1995 and 2037-2042) must not, show a general 
warming. 
The winter and summer averaged mean sea. level pressure (MSLP) of 1-IIR.NA04'. 
HIR-90, HIRLSllLQO. HIRLSM-NAO-^ si~nulations are shown in Figure 7.4. Bot,h 
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Figuye 7.4: (a) Winter (DJF) arid sumrner (JJA) averaged mean sea level pressure 
(in hPa.) froni HIFL90 (1990-1995), HIR-YAO+ (2037-2042) simulations and the clif- 
ferences bctween these two simulation, (b) is simi1a.r to the (a), but a simulation by 
the model H1R-LSM. 
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of t,he moclels show that . t,llere are changes in niean sea level pressure during 2037- 
2042 suinmer conq~ared t,o 1990-1995 summer. Tlle summer clianges over the central 
Arctic are opposit,e in two models and are witliin k 4  hPa. The winter decrease in 
MSLP during 2037-2042 compared t,o 1990-1995 in bot11 inodel siinulat,ions are by a 
maximum of 8-10 liPa. Except in t,he far-east, part of Siberia, the decrease in MSLP 
is over tlle ent,ire model domain. Since the posit,ive NA0 phase is associated with tlle 
deeper wint,er Icelandic low, a clecrease in wint,er MSLP is expected. J11 section 6.3. it 
has sllown t,llat the HIR-LSM simulatecl surnmer MSLP differed froin the HIIiI-{AM4 
by only within dz2 hPa. I-Iere tlle differente in summer MSLP realization between 
t.wo models llas increased. 
Figure 7.5 shows the summer and winter averaged total pre~ipitat~ioii (large scale 
plus convcctive) in HIR.90, HJR-NAO+ and IiIRLSM.90, HIRLSM_NAO+ siinula- 
tions. During wint,er tllere is a decrease in precipitation 3t t,he s0ut.h and sout.11-east 
coasts of Greenlancl by more t,llan 20 m m m o n t h l  in bot11 HIRLSM.NAO'l' and 
HIRJMAO"' simulat.ions comparcd to HIRLSM.90 and HIR-90 ~imulat~ions respec- 
t,ively. Also t.llcre is an increased precipitation at  east coast of Greenlancl, over North 
Atlant,ic, Sca,ndinavia and West, Russia by more tl18n 30 m m  ~ n o n t h . ~ .  All of t,llese 
increases in precipitation are associated with the willteer st,orm track crossing the 
North At,lant.ic during posit.ive NA0 phases. Tllere is also increase in precipit,ation 
by more than 30 mm mo'n th l  in Sout,hern part of Alaska. The summer precip- 
itations are very local in nature and arc largcly due to t.he convective processes. 
Thereforc t.he change in summer precipit~at~ion i HIR-NAO+ compared t.o IHR-90 
simulation or in HIR.LSM_NAO-I' compared to HIRLSM.90 are mainly dist,ributed 
over land and t,hey are very pat,clly in nature. The spatial distribut.ions of decreased 
or increased precipitat,ions in bot11 models are very similar. 
Figure 7.6 sliows (HIRLSM_NAO+ minus HIRLSM.90) m h u . s  ( HIR.NAO+ mi- 
n,us HIRLSM.90) wint,cr and summer averaged 2m air and 10 cm. soil temperatures 
in 'C. precipit.ation in m m ~ n , o i ~ , t h . ~  and mean sea level pressure in hPa. This Fig- 
ure shows t,he differences between two model's (HIRHAM4 and HIR-LSM) fut.ure 
(2037-2042) project,ed cliinat,e change. These changes are due to tlle new land sur- 
face sclleme and the coupling of it with the HIRHAM4 model. Tllere are cooling 
and warming of maxin~um 1t2 OC in 2 m air ten~perat~ure over most of the land p a r k  
during bot11 wint,er and summer. During wii~t~er at 10 cm, deptll, tlle HlRHAM4 soil 
shows a warming of more than 2 'C compared to the 1-1IR.-LSM soil. During suminer, 
t,lle HIRHAM4 soil a t  10cm is colder t,llan the HIR-LSM soil by more than 2'C. 
Tllerefore these two inodels show an uncertsaintsy of k 2  'C in the projection of future 
air and soil temperature. There are increased and decreased pre~ipit~ation patkerns 
during summer and their dist,ributions are very pat,chy. There are also changes in 
precipitat,ion during winter but they are maiilly over North Atlmt8ic and Soutllern 
part of Alaska. Tlle mean sea. level pressure changes are nlainly over oceans. During 
wint.er and summer t8he MSLP has beeil decreased in the HIR-LSM by a maximum 
of 2 and 4 11Pa respcctively. 
The cllanges in MSLP, 2 m air and soil teinperat,ures during the positive (2037- 
2042) NA0 phase compared to the negative (2024-2029) NA0 pllase, similar tro Dorn 
et al. (2003) and t,he uncertainty due to two models are analyzed. 
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Figure 7.5: (a) Winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) averaged total precipitations (large 
sralc plus converÅ¸v in m.mmonth,-') from HIR.90 (1990-1995). HIR-NAO+ (2037- 
2042) si~nulations ancl the clifferences between t,hese two simulat,ion. (b) is similar t o  
(a), but a simulation by t,he model HIR-LSM. 
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Figure 7.6: (I-IlR.L,S-\,l_NAO+ minus HTR-LSM) m,inus (HTR-NAO" minus HIR-90) 
winter ( D J F )  ancl summer (JJA)  averaged 2 in, a,ir and 10cm. soil t,emperat.ure in Â¡C 
precipitat.ion in n7,n7,n7,0nt11 and mean sea level pressure in hPa. (a) is for winter 
(DJF) and (b) is for summer. 
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Figuiv 7.7 sliows t,he wiiit.cr and summer averaged HIR-KAO^ minus HlR._XAO- 
and liil~I,SM-NAO'l' IW HIRLSMJXAO- mean sea level pressure and 2m- air 
temperature. Botli of thc moclels show a decrease in winter averagecl MSLP ovcr 
Nort 11 Atlant.ic during tShe. posit,ive NA0 phase coinpared to the negative NA0 phase 
(changes are similar tjo Dorn et al. (2003). However there are differentes between 
two model's MSLP simulat,ions by &3 hPa over oceans. During summer, t,he AlISLP 
changes between t,he two NA0 pllases are not so pronounced like winter in bot11 
models. The FIIR-LSM sl~ows a smaller NA04 minus NAO- MSLP over the  cen- 
t>ral Arct>ic by a maximum of 3 11Pa conipared to the HIRHAM4. The large scale 
vamiing and cooling pati,erns in 2 m air t,emperature clui-ing positive N A 0  phase 
co~npared t,o tlie negative N A 0  pl~ase are very similar in bot11 modcls. There is a 
wanningrluring positive N A 0  phase con~pared to i~egat~ive NA0 phase over West,ern 
Europc; central Eurasia and Alaska by a maximum of 4 Â¡C T11e two model's summcr 
and winter projec1,ed changcs in 2 m air temperature during 2037-2042 comparccl to 
202/1-2029 are witl~in h2OC. These diflerences are over tlie costal part, of Siberia. 
West, Russia; Nort,11 Canada arid also t,liese regions are known as perinafrost region. 
Figure 7.8 shows t,hc winl.er averagcd posit,ive N A 0  (2037-2042) phase m i n u s  
negative N A 0  (202'1-2029) phase soil tcmperat~ures at 10 c?n and 320 cm depth, 
simulated 11y bot11 inodels (HIRHAg4  aiid HIR-LSM) and tlie difl'erences between 
thesp two moriel's sin-nilations T11e HIRIIAM4 si~milation shows that soil at, 10 crn, 
dept,h in Wcstern Europe. central Eurasia and Alaska has beeil warmccl up 13y a 
maximuin of 4 Â¡C wliereas t.here is a minor cooling of maxiinum 2 'C over Nort,l~ 
Canacla. T11e soil wan-ning and cooling spat,ial pat,terns are very similar t,o t,he spatial 
patt.erns of warming and cooling in 2 m air t,emperat3ure but the warming and cooling 
spatial pat.tems are slightly clifferent in HIR-LSM. The projccted cl~anged sigiial at 
10 ein is higlier than at, 320 cm. soil in bot11 inodels. The I-IIR-LSM differs from t.lie 
1-iIRHAM4 by about &2 'C and the coastal part of Siberia is warmer in the HIR- 
LSM compared to t,he HIR,HAM4. Tlie difference between the t,wo model's projected 
relative warming or cooling is larger in soil temperature comparec1 t,o the 2m air 
temperature. 
The domain averagecl warining and cooling in soil; during t2he positive NA0 phase 
compared t,o the negat,ive NA0 phase are shown in Figure 7.9. The HIRLSM-90 
wint.er soil is warmer than t.he I-IIR..90 winter soil. During summer the 0 'C con- 
t,our has a deeper extent in the HIRLSM-90 simulation compared to the HIR-90 
simulat,ion. These featurcs (i.e. t.he HIR-LSM is warmer during wint,er and colder 
during summer compa.red t,o the HIRI-iAM4) are know already from section 6.3. 
Bot11 of the models show a winter wa,rming by a maximum of about, 1 Â¡ at 320 cm 
dept,h during 2037-2042 conrpared to 1990-1995. There is a difference in two models 
projected warn~ing (i.e. (HIRLSM_NAO+ 7n,in,uts HIRLSM-90) minus (HIR,_NAO+ 
minus HIR-90) ) in soil. During wint,er, the HIR-LSM projected soil is warmer than 
the HlRHAM4 projection 13y a maximum of 0.6 'C. 
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Figure 7.7:  (a) winter (DJF) ancl summer ( J JA)  averagecl HIRJ^A04 minus 
HIR-NAO-, HIRLSM-NA04 &us HIRI~Sh~l-NAO- ancl (HIRLSM-NAO+ minus 
HIRLSM-XAO) minus (HIR-XAO+ minus HIR-NAO") mean sea level pressure in 
hF'a. (b) is similar to (a) but for 2ni air temperature in "C. 
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Figure 7.8: The wint,er (DJF) averaged soil temperature in 'C. The first row 
is for soil temperat,ure at 10cm depth and the second row is for soil t,emperature 
at 320cm depth. [Al is HlR,_NAO+ minus I-[IRAYAO- soil temperature, [B] is 
HTR.LSM_NAO+ minus HIRLSM-NAO- soil temperature and [C] is (HIRLSM-NAO"" 
m.inus HIRLSM-NAO") minus (I-IIR.NAO+ m,inus HIRJN'AO") soil temperature. 
[D]; [E], [F] are the sarne as [Al, [B], [C] respectively but for soil temperature at 
320 cnx depth. 
7.4 Summary 
Tlie main objective of tliis cliapter was to find out the influences of different soil and 
vegetation sehenies in t,lie Arctic climate during scenario siniulations. In future time 
slice, NA0 has a large influence oii tlie winter cliniate of tlie Arctic. Both niodels 
show a large wiiiter warming/cooling in 2 m air temperature during tlie positive 
NA0 pllase (2037-2042) conipared to tlie negative NA0 pliase (2024-2029). Tlie 
Eurasia and West Europe liave warined up by a maxiinum of 10 'C aiid Alaska. 
far-east Siberia liave cooled down by a maximuni of 6 'C. 
A siinihr ~warmiiig and cooling spatial patterns are also in tlie global model 
(ECHO-G) calculated future climate scenario (e.g. 2037-2042 minus 1990-1995). 
Tliere is also a large inter-annual variability in global niodel calculated 2 m air t,eni- 
perature and a clear warming trend from 2010 onward. Therefore the temperature 
change in every pa,rt of the doniain largely depends on t,he choice of i~itegrat~ion 
periods i.e. for specific cliosen time period, cold can appear over soine regions. 
Tlie new land surface scheme and its coupling with tlie atinospheric model liave 
sl~own an influeiice 011 tlie futsure niean sea level pressure, precipitation, 2 77% air 
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Figure 7.9: Domain averagecl (except 10 gricl points at the boundary ancl glacier) 
monthly climat,ology mean vertical soil t,emperatui-e profile in Â¡ for HIR-LSM ancl 
HIR.90 simulations and t,he warming and cooling during 2037-2042 comparecl to 1990- 
1995 in HTRHAM4 simulation (HIR.NAO+ minus H113-90) and H1R-LSM simulation 
(HTRI,SM_NAO+ minus HIRLSM-90) 
and soil temperature. The differente betxeen two model's projectted (during 2037- 
2042 compared t,o 1990-1995) air temperature is within Â± 'C. Tlie soil lemperature 
differences bet,ween HIR-LS&l anrl HTRHAM4 are of t . 1 ~  order of k2OC at 20cm 
dept,li. The deeper soil layer's (320 cm) temperatures in bot11 niodel have also difl'ered 
froin each ot,ller by Â± 'C. Tlie HIR-LSM wii~t~er p ojected soil teinperature at, the 
coast of Siberia is warmer tlian the HIR1-lAM4 projected soil t,emperature. Also there 
are differences in summer projected precipit,at,ioii 13y 6 1 2  mm~inonthl between t.wo 
inodels and t,lieir spatial di~t~ributions are very patcliy. The  ~ ro jec t~ed  mean sea level 
pressure is differed in HIR-LSM from HIRHAM4 by a maximum of 4 hPa. 
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Conclusions 
Tlie regional climate model HIRHAM4 has been simulatecl for t,lie years 1979-1993 
usiiig ERA-15 lateral ancl lower boundary forcing. TIie model simulated 2 m  a,ir aiid 
soil temperature, precipitat.ion. mean sea level pressure (MSLP), snow water equiva- 
lcnt (SWE) aiid surface albedo liave been compared witli the available observed and 
ERA-15 reanalysis data sets. Tlie ~ t~a t ion  averaged 2 m air temperatures, simulated 
by tlie inodel at all locatsions (West Russia, East Siberia, Lena Delta and Nortli 
Canacla) are very dose to tlie observations. Tlie summer averaged model 2 ~n, air 
t,eniperature, overestimates tlie Willmottt-Rawlins climatology at tlie north coast of 
Canada. Alaska and Siberia by a maximum of 8 'C. Also tlie model surface albedo 
during the moiitlis April, May and Jun underestirnates the satellite APP c1iiiiat~olog-y 
at  t,he north coast of Siberia, Canada and Alaska by a inaxinium of 50%. Therefore 
tlie model summer warm bias in 2 m air temperature is partly due to tlie less surface 
albedo. Exccpt for tlie Lena Delta, tlie soil temperatures at all stations have sliown 
tliat t,he moclel soil has a large cold bias duriiig winter. The largest wiiiter cold bias 
occurred at East Siberian stations, tlie niodel was colder than tlie observations by a 
maximum of about 20 Â¡C Also the niodel has a large deficiency in SWE conipared 
to the station measurements and satellite ob~ervat~ion. The large wint,er cooling in 
tlie model soil is partly due to t,he lack of SWE and the absence of soil moist~ure 
freezing/il~awing scheine. However during summer, t,he niodel soil temperature was 
cluit,e good compared to t,he observations. 
Tlie revisecl st.ability function under the stable condition lias increased the down- 
ward sensible heat flux during winter. Therefore a warmiiig in the wiiiter soil was 
found. Tlie domain averaged warming in tlie wint.er soil was by a niaxinium of 0.5 'C. 
An increase in sensible heat flux at the surface increased the surface temperat,ure 
and lience t,he surface long wave radiation. A decrease in soil thermal con~luct~ivity 
and a decrease in Snow densitzy influenced tlie winter soil temperature in a si~iular 
way. At tlie deeper soil layer, tlie niodel soil tempemture increased during winter by 
a maxiiiium of 3 Oand decreased during summer by a niaxiniuni of 6 'C (on the basis 
of domain averaged soil temperature). Due to tlie decrease in soil t,liermal conduc- 
tivity or decrease in snow density, tlie ground heat loss cluring wiiiter was reduced. 
During summer, t,lie ground heat gaiii was also reducecl. Therefore, a cooling aiid 
warming at  the deeper soil layer were found compared to tlie control HIRHAM4 
siniulations, cluring Summer and winter respectively. Tlie upper soil layer during 
winter was colder tlian tlie control in botli, snow density aiid thermal coiiductivity 
sensitivit,y experiineiits. Siiice duriiig winter, tlie soil acts as a source of heat, tlie 
lower thermal conductivity and higher Snow deptli reduced tlie ground heat flux. 
Therefore a relatively (compared to tlie control) cold surface, cooled down the up- 
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per soil layer furt,licr. Tlie new snow albedo sdieme was able to increase t.he surface 
albedo during tlie mont,lis April. May a,nd Jun by a niaxiinum of 0.12. wliicli was 
underest,imat.ed 1 3 7  thc iiiodel by a niaximuisi of 0.5. T l ~ o u g l ~  t.hc increase in surface 
albedo clue i,o t,he new snow albedo scheme was sinall compared t o the model hias. it. 
was able to dccrcase tlic summer moclel bias in Im air temperature by a inaxinium 
of 1.5 'C. The mean sea level pressure is seen very sensit,ive to t8he cliange in model 
pa,ra,meters. The influences on mean sea level pressure over t,he land surface was 
smaller comparecl to the ocean surface. A maximum of k6 hPa changes in mean 
sea level pressure compared t,o t,lie control HIRHAYI4 simulation were found in all 
seiisit.ivit,y experiment,. 
Tlie NCAR LSM was driven by t,lie HIRI-IAM4 out,put a t  each time step and  a 
simulatioii of 15 years was performed. The land surface moclel improved the wint,er 
soil t,emperat.ure everywliere in the domain conspared t,o tlie I1lRHAM4. At 10 cm 
clepth cluring winter, t,he L,SM was warmer by a maxiniuin of 5 OC comparecl t,o tlie 
HIRHAM4. However a t  320 cm dept,lij the wint,er warming was by a maxiinum of 
10Â°C Tliere was also an increase in SWE. Tlie LSM shcwed tliat, the soil mois- 
Lure content a.nd t,he amount of snow over ground are iniportant for tlie winter soil 
temperat,ure evolut,ion. The warining in soil during winter reduced t,lie winter cold 
ljias. The overall performance of t,he LSM in soil temperature simulat,ion was founcl 
encouragiiig. Therefore a t,wo way ii~teract~ive coupling between the IIIR.HAA44 a ~ ~ c l  
LSM was designed. The HIRHAM4 coupled LSM (IHR-LSM), was used to sini- 
ulate tlie Same ERA-15 pcriocls climate and t.he simulated soil temperature was 
found quit,e good during wint,er comparecl to  t,he HIRHAM4. Improvement in will- 
t,er soil t,emperature was comparable to  the stand alone LSM simulat,ion. Tliere 
were large changes in tlie HIR-LSM simulated surface sensible, lat,ent ancl radiative 
fluxes comparecl to tlie HIRHAM4. The surface sensible ancl lat,ent, heat flux cliange 
were probably due to the different spat,ia.l dist.ribution of soil ~iioist~ure content in 
HIRHAM4 aiid land surface model. Tlie surface racliative fluxes were indirectly 
influenced by t,he changecl surface sensible and lat,ent, heat. fluxes. The niodel HIR- 
LSM was able to reduce t.he winter cold bias in soil ten~perat~ure.  I11 future. t,l~ere 
are possibi1it.y t,o couple t,lie land surface iiiodel wit.11 HlRHAM4, tlirough sensible 
ancl lat,ent heat fluxes from LSM, 
The soil temperature in t,he permafrost regions was found sei~sit~ive to the use 
of different land surface scl~emes during scenario simulat~ions. The clifferences be- 
t,ween t.he coupled H1R-LSM and t.he HIRHAM4 projected change (2037-42 m,inus 
1990-95) in soil temperatxre are of the order of 52OC. Also there are changes in 
summer precipitation by k12 m m m o n t h l  in t,he coupled HIR-LSM con~pared to 
tlse HIRIiAM4 ancl tlieir spat,ial distribut,ions are very patcliy. The mean sea level 
pressure was also clianged in tlie coupled HIR-LSM by a inaximuni of 4 hPa. 
To reduce tlie remaining winter soil bias t,liere is a need to  increase t,lie model 
precipitation, pa,rt,icularly during the wint,er season. Ground insulation by t.lie snow 
during winter is very iiiiportant for iiiaintaining the relatively warm soil teiispcrature. 
Current,ly bot11 models HIRHAM4 and HIR-LSM are using a siniplified snow scheine. 
The snow scheiise lsas to be improved by introducing niore than one snow layer, time 
dependent snow clensity and t.herma1 properties. Tlie model also need t,o increase 
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tlle 11orizont.d resolut.ion. Increase in model resolution will capture t l ~ e  small scalc 
processes in a hetter way m d  the uncertainty due to int,erpolation of model simulated 
data t.0 a sta,tion point will decrease. 
Thc number of stations. that measure the soil tempera,ture are very few in the 
Arctic. More st>at,ion dat,a is needed for understanding tShe present permafrost co11- 
ditions and its fut.ure evolution. 
A Appendix 
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Zhigansk 123.4 66.77 - 
Hall Beach -81.15 68.47 8 
Baker Lake -96.05 64.18 18 
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Table A.1: The five data sets. which are used for the model validations and the cor- 
responding narne; location (longitude, latit,ucle) and elevation (in m) of each stations. 
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